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This

thesis examines power

relations in colonial

Au!ltnlill as presented in the novel R9bbeu Under Arms 1 by
Th~

Rolf Boldrewood (pseudonym of Thomas A. Browne).
argument to be developed

in this study will be

primary

that the

novel, which has been almost universally perceived as being
thorou;hly

conservative in tenor,

historical

context,

expression

and

a

actually gives,

si;nificant

representation

to

new
what

in its

literary
would

voice,

have

been

regarded, at least by the ruling classes, as hierarchically
"inferior" and even subversive ideas, elements and forces

within the social, political and economic milieu of colonial
Australia,

This, I must make clear at the outset, is larQ"ely

in spite of,

rather than as a direct consequence of, the

author's "intentions. 01 Whilst I am conscious of the credence
given to the "intentional fallacy" argument and the notion of
"the

death

of

considerable

the

author"

attention

to

I
the

vill

deliberately

author,

or

at

devote

least

the

author's "apparent project" in this paper and indeed this
practice will be seen to constitute an integral part of my
critical methodology.
In terns of critical approach my project
described as political but rather than

mic;~ht

drawing~

best be

on any one

prescribed critical methodology, I will derive elements from
a

rang«

of

purposes.
criticism -

critical

perspectives

as

suits

my

specific

Accordingly I will apply insights froa. Mar:dat
particularly that of Hacherey,

from Bakhtin's

3

d:lalogics, from deconstruction, from post-colonial theory,
Bl:ld from New Historicism.

Althou9h I will
does

indeed

present

be arguing that Robben Under Anna

potentially destabilising voicoes

views previously absent,

or at

and

least muted in Australian

colonial fiction, I will also examine ways in which the text
(we might say Boldrewood) endeavours, often unconvincingly,
to contain

both these

social,

political,

and

colonial

society,

which,

voices and some
economic

of

conflicts

the important
prevailing

in

owing to the very nature of the

subject matter, the novel can hardly avoid.

The paper will

look closely at both what is said and what is not said with
respect

to

tensiona

the

between

the

predominantly

conservative apparent pt'oject and the oppositional voices and
elements pt'esent in the nat't'ative - that is, those which run
countet" to the ostensibly reactionat"y tt"ajectot"y cdtics have
traditionally identified and devoted their attention to.
Hy pt"ocedun!! will
strate9ic

oppositions

hiet"at:chically

in

involve focussin9 on a numbet" of
each

accot"dance

of

which

with

the

is

text's

unprogt"essive tt"eatrnent of power relations

oriented
appuently

in Australian

colonial society - conceding at the outset that at face value
the

narrative

does

seem

by

and

larg:e

hierarchical formations it describes.

to

valorise

the

I must stresD that I

am relating the selected hierarchies to colonial history to
some extent because they are a reflection of those pertaining

•
in colonial society.
is mare

radical

Put simply, my thesis is that the text

than hns generally been acknowledged not

simply because it undermines its own hierarchies but - more
importantly - because it undermines those extant in colonial
Con:1equcmtly

society.

I

will,

of

necessity,

make some

references to history at various staoes in this paper.
Robben

Unde~. .'t.

between July 1,

M1!i.l. 1

was first pub I ished in. sedal form

1882 and 11 August,

1893,

in

th-e SYdneY

It quickly achieved popularity but was not publi:lhed

in book form until 1888, when it was brought out by Remington

and co. in London.

The novel occupies a fascinating place in

the Australian literary tradition fitting into what Inglis

Hoote refers to as the transition'll or "semi-colonial staqe" 1
between the English-orienterl works of novelists like Clarke
nnd Kingsley and the literary nationalists' writing of the
nineties.

I wish to mftke it very clear at this point that

the primary aim of this thesis is to show that RobberY Under
l\.[IJg!

h

in many ways no less radical

than the work of the

llterary nationalists and that its radical implications hnve
larQely been overlooked by the critics who have always tended
to put

Robbgrv Under Arm§ in a different cnteqory -in a

political

sense -

to

the work of

Lawson,

Furphy et

al.

wherein the political content is more overt and alsq clearly
connected with authorial intention.

It is not my contention

that Boldre"ood intended to produce a politically radical or

5
pro~t:ossive

text

it

but

is my

argument

that

he

did

so

nevertheless.
Robbery Under Arms, despite its great popularity with
the reading public, has not received a great deal of criltcal
attention -

largely because it has not been regarded as a

work of sufficient literary merit to warrant it.

In Turner's

words "despite the fact that it is now widely considered 'a
classic', the novel is usually dismissed in critical accounts
of Australi;sn literature and is very rarely the subject of
critical inq:uiry." 4 Although I will be rehrring to critical

material quite frequently in this paper. Turner is perfectly
correct

here - most

of the criticism available on B._obbery

TJ_p_Q_!tl'____firm:!. is to be found

large volume!!,

brief

references

introductions to the novel.
the view of

the

in relatively small passages in
in articles,

and various

This thesis stands opposed to

great majority of

the critics

who have

actually written about Robbery Qn.der Arms that it is far more
conservative in its implications than tht.! work of the radical
writers of

the nineties, and also puts the case that the

novel should have received far 9reater critical recognition
9enerally - for the very reason that it is, in so many ways,
such a radical text.
Despite the fact that so few critics have noted any
potentially
reveal,

subversive

implications

the

narrative

might

and even fewer have examined such evidences in any

detail, many have referred to Boldrewood's awkward dilemma in
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presenting the e:ccitinq exploits of sympatht'ltically drawn

outlaws while trying to avoid beinq seen to glorify thnm.

As

R.a. Walker obDerves:
Not the lt'a!lt fascinating thing in RobbeD' Under At!I'I!I: is a
silent conflict in the mind of its author; ranantic Rolf
Boldrcwood, story-teller, rejoices in daring deeds, hard
riding, swift horsa:!o, but Thatml Browne, police nngistrate,

gravely rebukes all lawlessness.s
One result

of

this

tension is

frequently expresses his

that Dick Marston

regret regarding

all

too

the life he has

lead - but as McLaren correctly points out "the narrator's
morali::~ing

reflections on the evil end of his actions are

completely outweighed by the book's success in romanticising
the

whole

way

of

life

represented by

the bushrangors."

'

Furthermore, as Hadgraft comments with respect to Dick's oft
repeated utteraonces of remorse: "It is all very edifying; but

we should feel more reassured if the repentant sinner

wer~

not in gaol at the time, nl
But

despite

Veronica Brady,

that

the

recognition

by

"the forcing of

critics

such

as

language o\nd moral

sentiments upon Dick, the narrator, almost as if the author
was defending himself from his material, suggests a certain
ambivalence"',
majority

of

she still

falls

reviewers

in

into

line

describing

with

the

the

vast

novel

"conservative in its implications. " 9 Where critl.Cs have been
more divided is on the question of the novel's Australianness; the degree to which it

ac~urately

represents colonial

7

Australicl

from

an "Australian"

This

perspective.

particularly interesting issue because

Australian~ness

is a
as a

cultural construct has heen shaped in no small measure by the
legend of t.he nineties - which was radical in the ttense ot
being

nationalintic,

democratic,

anti-authoritarian

and

egalitarian, and Hhich helped entrench some powerful myths
concern1ng Australian identity - the noble bushman, mateship
and BOon.
ways

One of the tasks of this paper will be to examine

in which B.Q.hl:lHy

Unde..L....!U:.!!I~

might

have

unwittinqly

prefigured - and indeed pre-empted - aJpects of the nineties
legend and how it may have contributed in a subtle way to the
spirit

of

nationali~t

radicalism

which

came

to

characterise

the

movement.

Whi 1 e one cannot necessarily I ink

perceptiuns of the novel's Australian-ness directly with a
sen!lft

of

incipient

nationalism a'l.d

beneath the narrative's surface,

r&dicalism simmering

I believe this may be a

connection which helps explain its popular success.
I will refer to l'".htory quite frequently in the second
half of this paper in particJ,>1ar, because I wish to give some
emphasis to the ncvel's treatment of the colonial period in
which it iB set and how it does pt·esent some significant
di:stcrtions while remaining broadly authentic.

Boldrewood

claimed he had produced "a vivid pictorial record of the wild
times

long pnst.''IG

writing the

In an account

of how

novel, Boldrewood assertB:

he went about

"Of the dramatic

incidents of RobberY Onder Arms I may state with confidence

8

that

they actually did

take place, much after

narrated in the tale. ull

R.B.

Walkor

a hshion

in his essay "The

Historical Basis of B_q_Q_beu Under A!;'ms" 12 has sho~n this to
bo

the

r:ase

and

his

overall

assessment

faithfulnegs to the life and times he
is very favourable.

of

port~ayo

Boldrewood's

in the novel

On the reception of the early serialised

version Walker writes:

"It is worthy of note that tho story

was an instant success among a public well able to judge tho
verisimilitude

scene. " 13

of

Boldrewood's

depiction

Soldrewood interpreted and

Rgbbory Under

Ar~

~qX!ll.c!

of

the

colonial

changed details

but the claim in an article in the

in

Sydn~

of December 21, 1892 that "the historian of

posterity who han mislaid his police reports may turn up Rolf
Boldrewood quite contentedly" 14 is not as exaggerated as it
might !leem.

Robbery Under Arms_ is, in fact, in many WBIYB an

hiatorical novel

and this is why I will

be examinin9 its

fidelity to history in some detail in the second half of the
paper -

particularly with respect to its depiction of the

relationship between squatters and small farmers- the rulin-g
and the lower classes
forces of law and

~rder

- and the relationship between the
and those disposed towards crime.

To move to a more detailed explanation of the critical
methodo1 ogy I wi 11 adopt and the way in which the paper wi 11
be

structured, I

sot

out

here

the

major

hierarchically

oriented oppositions which will be selected from the text remembering

that my

objective is

to

take

these

apparent

9

hierarchie!l and show how they are rendered unstable by the
narrative itself.

Each will be analysed thoroughly in the

course of the paper, but r.ot necessarily discreetly for the
simple rea5on that the oppositions selected are inevitably,

to a greater or lesser extent, implicated with each other.
However my analy!1is will

be divided into two sections to

provide a primary !ltructure appropriate to the development of

the thesis.
The first section of the main body of the thes:i.s will

place a heavy but not exclusive emphasis on the opposition
"English versus Austrlilian."

This analysis will be taken at

both the level of the text itself and at the level of the
novel's place in Australia's developing literary tradition.
The two other maier oppositions to be examined in this paper,
"Government

versus

outlawry",

and

"Ruling classes versus

working and lower middle classes", are aluo interwoven with
the primary focu5 of this first section - the "En91ish versus
Australian" opposition
to

these

oppositions

and consequently matters pertinent
are

also

addressed

in

this

first

section.
ThB second section of the thesis has a less postcolonial

emphasis

and thus

it

concentrates

less

on

the

"English versus Australian" opposition and more on the other
two major oppositions of concern in this paper:

"Government

versus outlawry" &nd "Ruling classes versus working and lower
middle classes."

The analysis will

take the "Government

10

versus outlawry" OFPDaition as the framing focus but because
i t is

heavily implicated with

the "Ruling classes versus

working and lower middle classes" opposition, this

latter

hierarchy will necessarily constitute a closely cnrresponding

concern of

the examination.

Put simply,

the "Government

versus outlawry" opposition refers to the text's treatment of

law

as

and order

officials

and

enfo::ced

servants

by

in

the

relation

activitien of the bushrangers,

their

and

Government

to

its

unlawful

the

and their

as:~ociates,

friends.

The "Ruling classes versus Wllrkin9 and lower middle

class'!s"

opposition focu!les

interactions,

with

relations

on

class groupings and theiL

between squatters

farmers being of particular concern.
referred to the oppositions
they

will,

by

and

~eparately

lal·ge,

oppositional cateQories.

be

and small

But although I have
here, in the analysis

treated

as

intertwintng

I wish to stress here that I will

be comraring the narrative's account ot history with respect
to these relationships with some more objective historical
sources to reveal some of the disto::-tions the text endeavours
to purvey

and how these manifest

themselv_,s

in some

important internal inconsistencies in the novel.
A very important Point I must make here is that some
brief

references

w'!.i.l

be

~ade

in

tho

paper,

where

appropriate, to two other oppositions evident in the novel,
which despite the much more limited attention I will devote
to them, are certainly no loss significant than tho ones I

11

.hesiv.

have chosen to concentrate on in tl:

These are the

depiction of the opposition I will. nder to as "Anglo-Celtic

characters versus

opposition:

and the more general

the Aboriginal"

"Hale versus Female."

In the case of the Anglo-

eel tics versus Aboriginal opposition I would concede that the
novel's

portrayal

of

the

reL:-.tionship between

the Anglo-

Celtic characters and the Aboriginal character

Warrigal -

does hold the former category as privileged.

But

ar;ue

as

that

the

effective

portrayal

polarised as it at first seems.

is

not

I will
sharply

Again in the case of the

male-female opposition it must be conceded that Robbery Under_
lliO:Ili..P-'

female characters tend to be stereotyped but I will

argue that, particularly with resp'!lct to the Barnes si.e-ters,
there are some grounds for disputinq the popular critical
perception of the novel a!l an

e~clusively

male-oriented text.

The conserv<!tism often attributed to Robbery Under

fl.r:m!! and which I
narrative's

accept

apparent

as

bei.n'iJ

project,

charactet:istic

produces

a

of

the

surface-level

thematic trajectory which at least ostensibly holds the first
term of each of the three major oppositions I have selected
as privileged.

In other words, I will concede that the three

major hierarchies I have specified are at least at face value
apparent

in

the

narrative

and

that

as

such,

they

are

consonant with the thegis that the novel's implications are
conservative.

But

my

thesis,

as

such,

is

that

these

hierarchies are undermined by the narrative itself so as to
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make the novel far more radical in its implications than it
It could be argued that if a text appears to

appears to be.

be conservative then for all intents and purposes it is.

But

A message does not have to be explicit tc he

1 disagree,

effective and it does not have to be received consciously to
be potent,

I will, to a greater or lesser extent, deal with each

of the three primary oppositions in both major sections of
the paper, but at the beginning of .:!ach of these sections,

the particular

f~ame

of reference determining the subjects

for examination will be outlined.

The critical methodology

to be employed may vary somewhat according to the specific
opposition under investigation but the critical objective in
each case will conform to the larger project which is. to show
that the text, regardless of authorial intentions or apparent
thematic

trajectories,

comu:!rvative project -

in many

ways

undermines

its

own

largely by means of the degree and

kind of representation and expression it grants to subject
persons and social groupings - and to potentially subversive
ideas

and

attitudes

seldom

if

ever

heard

in

any

Australian novel published prior to Robbery Under

major

Arm~.

To provide a clearer indication of some of the key

insights drawn from c.dtical theory which will

inform the

paper's discussion,! refer briefly to some impoctant concepts
derived

from

Bakhtin,

and

th~

theories

Jacques

of

Derrida et

Pierre
al.

Hacherey,
As

I have

MiKhail
already

13
p.-inted out,

central

to my

thesis

argument that Boldrewood presents in

in this paper
Robb~Under

is

the

Arms, a

far less conservative text than either he intended it to be
or, indeed, than it superficially appears.

that

f~rther,

the

text's

challenges

But I will argue

to

powerful

and

..

established hierarchies are not so deeply buried as to have

failed to impact upon its re&dership·wbether at the level of
conscious recognition or in a more subtle and unacknowledged
1 strongly suBpect this may have been one of the

fashion.

reasons for its extraordinary popularity.
Robben

Y.n_~ar

Ar;ms

partly,

perhaps

even

Boldrewo~d

wrote

primarily,

for

commercial reasons and there is little doubt he was aiming
for a popular audience.t 5 In this regard, the novel- unlike
any of his other works - was a huge success. U

It is P\Y view

that oal though Boldrewood wanted to retain a strong measure of
control over all the voices in his novel, and to explain awa:r
somo of the fascinatin9 historical .::onflicts he drew upon, he
actually succeeded in producing a surprisingly polypho!lic
Por the first time in a major Australian novel

narrative.

ordinary working and lower middle class Australians could,
despite
presence,

the

author's

oft~m

distorting

and

cen::~orious

hear voices with which they could

identify in

dialogue with voices from the ruling classeg,

This many-

voiced attribute of the uovel provided opportunities for tho
conventional, established values of the ruling classes and
their verbal-ideological ascendancy to be challenged.
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To cladfy my use of the term "polyphonic" in relation

to Robbery Under Atms and also to identify, in theoretical
language, the force which tends to resist the

fr.~e

expression

and interaction of the voices in the novel, I refer to Brian

McHale's elucidation of Bakhtin's concept of heteroglossia:
"A novel is e<mstructed," Baxt~n tells us, ''not on ahstrnct
differences in rreanin9 nor oo merely narrative collisions,
but on concrete social s~ diversity." The "ccncretenesa"
of this diversity of discourse is secured by using different
repertoires of stylistic featur~. correlatin9 with different
situatims or U!Jes of language- what M.A.K. Ha.lli.day would
call regi'lters. The interweavt.no of diffen:tlt rat;Jisters in
the text of the novel produces U.e effect of MterQ9lossia,
plurality of dit~course; and it is this concreteheteroglossia
which serves as the o;ehicle for the confrcntatioo and
dialogue arrcng world views and ideologies ln the nCNol, its
orchestrated polyphcny of voices.
It if! int>ortant to
distinguish betw.en formal and stylistic bfe:terogloasia of a
text and its idlaoloqical polyphc:ny, for heteroglossic texts
are not inevitably polyphonic. 'I'hus for exerrwle, "classic"
rrod.ernist texts such as The H!'!ste~ or Dos Pas&o's U.S.A ..
trilogy are qe~~.uinely OOteroglossic, juxtaposing and
interweavinQ a variety of 1~. styles and rl!¢sters,
oenres, and intertextual citatia;lS; yet the.ir he-terooloss)'f
form is held in check by a unifying m:ll('l9ical pen~pective.
How crucial to my the!'Jis is the idea that polyphony may be
achieved regardless of authorial intention.
in other words, be more or less accidental.

The effect can,
Writing about

mod'9tnist texts, but in terms equal I y applicable to most prepostmodern literature (he claims postmodern litsrature is
polyphonic by definition) McHale asserts:

"Polyphony ... is

inadvertent in modernist writing, an unintended
of heteroglossia ... u

side-eff~ct

In many ways Boldrewood himself clearly

endeavours to make sure his narrative's heterog 1 essie form is

15
kept under control by a unifying lo'lonological perspective -

hia own Establishment view.
are often

blatant and

Hy argument is that his efforts

clumsy and meet

suc\!ess when pitched against

vith very l imi tud

the corrmercial

pressures he

faced to produce a popular and reasonably credible narz:-ative.

Although

rn.v

critical

approach

is

thh

in

sense

influenced by the ideas of Bakbtin, I draw upon the insights
of Hacherey to show how the text tries to both conceal and

contain the problems it inevitably encounters in striving to
present a unified and consistent whole consonant with the
illusions

of

Macherey's
necessarily
apparent

its

informing

A

ideology,

key

tenet

of

"Production model" is that the text :.s seen as
incomplete

project

"may

and
be

contradi~tory.

undermined by

The
his

author's

own text."ll

According to Macherey, a literary work "produces" ideology
extant in society but in a somewhat

transfo~ed

state:

It gives it shape and ccmtours it could not possess as

ideology, since illwions are insubstantial. In doing so the
text "hollows" ideoloqy, separates its fictional version fran
the S8lOO ideolOIJY before it entered the tert. In Hacherey's
words: "there is a cmflict ~M-hin the text between tho text
and it.!! ideoloqical cmtent."
The informed reader

identifiee~

"gaps" in the text and can

"see what the text is hiding from itself. uH
There are some similarities here with deconstruction
in

that

points

of

contradiction,

or

"r.lporias" are of particular significance.

what

Derrida

terms

Terry Eagleton, in

16
fact, describes Ha.cherey'!J A Thoen of Literau PrQductio(!22
aB

"a fully fled;ed piece of deconstructionist

theory" in

which

the author spoke of the nead to discern within thnn certain
S)ttlltcmltic absences and aporia, those points at. which teKts
i:Jegan to unravel thcrroulv~ in mtbigu~ encounter with their
deceptively harogen0\.15 power systcm5.•
Of

course

this

paper's

focus

on

certain hierarchically

stt"uctut"ed oppositionn is also consistent with deconstruction
theory.
The main reason for which I wi 11 invoke some of the
ideas of Bakhtin in this paper i.s that the text
such

a

revolutionary departure from

novelists

like

Australian
generous
voices

Marcus clarke

call oqu:i.al

narration

representation of

in

colonial

and

Henry
and

diverse

society.

the uork

in

repres~nts

of

earl • cr

Kingsley

in its

its

relatively

and often conflicting

Some

of

the

novel's

most

sic;mificant gaps, silences and contradictions are actually to
be found in the dialogue. But i t must also be conceded thet
it is here we will also find, at a readily accessible level.
some of its most subversive statements.

Of course in a sense

virtually all the dialogue in the novel is actually reported
speech
narr:-ative.

given

that

it

is

a

retrospective first-person

That is, every character's speech may be said to

be mediated through a nar:-rator and the author's attempts to
impose his own values on that narrator;-.

Indeed this is an
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inescapable attribute of the

enti~o

narrative.

But while I

will certainly bo makinq references to passages where signs
of

this

complex

mediation

mi9ht

be

said

to

intrude

particularly blatantly or significantly in an ideological
sense, I will, in a fair proportion

ot my analysis, deal with

the speech acts of the characters more or leas on their own
te~

because I believe they are more credible on this level

than has generally been conceded.
Another

Bakhtinian

concept

which

I

believe

relevance to R.Qf!:b"n Unde~ is that of "carnival" .H
certmin theatrical

quality,

which

permits -

has
A

among other

things- fleeting inversions of power relationships, pervades
the novel.

There are numerous instances in the narrative

where in out laws

a:~sume

the quise of t"espectabl e qent 1emen,

often in daring and comic fashion,

not only for specific

criminal purposes, or simply to avoid capture. but also in
several cases, as a gesture of defiant mockery aimed at the
authorities.

Furthermore, there are also several instances

in which plebeian asaociates of the outlaw!! converse with
fiqures of
Ill

authority~

desirous of the latters' capture - in

comically ironic hshion which temporarily subverts our

perceptions of conventional hierarchies.

To quote Webstet":
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For Bakhtin tho1 novel in cafl)OSed of nul ti -layt~rD of
discourse whici\ Lllign t.hEmselVC!J in various wys, sana
harmonious and othnrs oppositional. What the novel allows
for is the challenging and subverting of rronologic and
authoritadan discourse by other kinds of language which
parody or deflate the- central, official language and vnlues.
This is linked to Bakhtin's concept of the "camivalesque"
whereby 11 terature can draw on di!lcourses outside the
established lall9U39'0 of authority to suspend the
''hierarchical structure zmd all the forms of terror,
reverence, platy and etiquette connected with it." carnival
allows people who in lite ore "separated by irrpenetrable
hierarchical barriers [to] enter into freo and familiar
CQOtact", thus suspendi.ng the establ
official order nnd
allowinq new relationships to emerge,

i,\'ed

Rob~Qnger

Arm~

is by no means an exemplary polyphonic

novel - authorial control is much too evident for that - but
in terms of the evolution of the Australian novel it should
in my view, be acknowledged not only for its popularity and
its appeal as a "ripping yarn" 11 but also for the variety and
interplay of its voices.
J\s one of the hierarchies I wish to investigate is
that of "English versus Australian" I will, of necessity,
draw upon some ideas from post-colonial theory.

My project

will be to glean from the novel what it has to say about the
colony's relationship with the imperial centre and whether it
reveals any signs of incipient nationalism.

This will be a

matter of dealing with implications for the most part, since
it is not, at least of face value, a major concern of the
narrative.
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PAR"J' 1

In this Savage Country .•.
- Robbery Under Arme (346)

20

In this first half of the paper, the central concern
is the opposition "English versus Australian" which is also

implicated to a greater or lesser extent with the other two
major opposi tiona which are to be investigated in this thesis

-

"Government versus outlawry" and "Ruling classes VC!Irsus

working and lower middle classes" -and accordingly analysis

pertaining to these oppositions will also figure prominently
in the section.

However, the primary focus is on the text's

treatment of the relationship between the Australian colony
and

the

imperial

centre,

England,

as

is

implied in

the

language, characterisation, dialogue and a variety of other

aspects of Robbery Under Arms.
my analysis will

However, a largo portion of

be devoted to Boldrewood's portrayal of

English gomtlemen in the novel because - paradoxically - this
aspect of the novel tells us more about the attitudes and
dispositions - and hence the "difference" of the Australian
"native" than it does about English gentlemen.
place of English gentlemen in the novel

ha:~

The prominent

probably been one

of the main attributes of Robbery Under Arms which has made
critics reluctant to describe it as a nationalistic text,
Chris Tiffin, in a discussion of Robben Under Arms refers to
its

st!t'ong

"Boldrewood's

"English
prejudices

gentlemanly" 1

in

favour

flavour

of

the

and

to

English

21

gentleman .•. " 2 in putting the view that the novel tends to

privilege the
the

over the Australian.

En~lish

oppo=site case and

Boldrt~wood'

although critics

But I am arguing
have often cited

s apparent partiality for the English gentleman in

Robbery Under AD!!!! as evidence of its "En9lish-ness" I don't

believe they have examined his portrayals closely enough to
realise the full implications of the way in which they are
drawn.
Language

is

one

of

the

key

Australian-ness of Robbery Under Arms.

indicators

of

the

Language is a major

area in which a "Monoglossic" 1 settler colony may begin to
reveal

and empl1asise

its

"difference"

from

the imperial

power.

As Asho:oft, Griffiths and Tiffin assert:

'l1le crucia! function of llii'I9U89'e as a mediunof power d~
that w.~-colali.al writing define itself by sebing the
langur."" of the c«~tre and re-plrcing it in a discourse fcl.ly
aC.::;.i:ed to the colc:nised place.

One cannot make such grandiose claims for Robbery Onder Arms
but I would ar;ue that

it~

colloquial narration and dialogue

constitutes a very significant step towards making the idea
of a "native" Australian language more broadly acceptable.
I believe the colloquial lant;Jua9e is celebrated as a cultural
emblem in Robbery Under Arms and its vibrancy is one of the
novel's strengths.
In Adrian Mitchell's wordts, Robbery Under Arms "begins
sensationally both in lan9uage and situation": 5

22
Hy ru:ms

is Dick Harston, Sydney-eido native. I'm twenty-nino
years old, six fl!et in triY stoclting soles, rmd thirtem st.cmo
woight. Pretty ntroog end active with it so they say. I
don't want to blow- not here rmy road - but it takes a good
mm to put mo on my back, or :~tand up to rna ~rith the qlovro,
or tha naked noulcya, I can rido anything, :myt.hing that was
ever lapped in horsehide - swim lika a llU3k dude, and track
like a Hyall blackfellow. Host thi.nqs that a mm can do I'm
1JP to and that's about it.

As Mitchell declares:

announc•es

himself

assertivenesu

and

"Nobody else in Australhn fiction

quite

like

confidence of

The

that."'
this

boldness,

"native"' Australian

voice provides an early indication of the narrator's sense of
pride in his identity and prowess as a bushman

a trait

which remains undiminhhed throu;hout the tale.

Altbou9h

Russel Hard ch.ill\3 Robbery Under Atm!!ll lacks verisimilitude he

refers to these opening lines as follows:
Here if anywhere in imlginative literature is the actual
birth-place of the ''noble bualmln", the raranticbed figure
at bane m bcrset.ck anywhere in the interior, and stancli.ng
as m synbol of ffrl!ltlJftl.t natiooalisrn.1
Ward.

however,

does not

elaborate and

he

qualities hi!!!

observation by quoting Vance Palmer's view, with which he
concurs, that the novel, "[H)as an air of unreality in spite
of

the

vivacity with

which it

is

imagined. " 1

Ward is

referrin; here to what he regards as Boldrewood's habit of
attributing inappropriately conservative and even "priQ"giah"
attitudes,
characters.'

values,

thoughts

and

utterance!!

to

his

I will take this issue up in more detail in the

second half of the paper but 1 will refer to it briefly here
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as it ts ono of

the aspects of the nov"l which has made

critics wary of classifying Robbery Under Arms along with the

radical writing of tho nineties.
The quote employed by Hard comes from Vance Palmer's
book The Legend

of

the Nip.ill§..!l.IO

and

its context

iD

as

follows:
Boldrewoocl's Robben Under At'!:!§ has an air of unreality, in
spite of the vivacity with which it is ina¢ned. Told in~
first perscn, its hero, Dick Harston, is a typical currency
lad, talkinq in the racy argot of his time. With what CJUStO
he launches into descriptions of his early life •.. There you
have ths voice of a new people that had oover found
exp~ioo except in the oral lays and stories pused around.
But Boldrewood, Dick Harston's creator, is alWJ(s at his
elbow, warning him that this wm't do for law-abidin.g readers
of the ToWn and Comtry Journal, that he rrust strike his
breast wxl cry "Peccavi" after every paraqraph. This pious
~ture mucul:!fes the character and destroys the integrity
of the book ••• "
Here we find an enthusiastic acknowledgment of the arrival of
"the voice of a new people" juxtaposed with an expression of
disappointment that the author tel t constrained to "censor"
his

narrator.

But

unusually generous

for
prai~"

Australian narrative vo!
response.

~t

.

particularly

insightful

to

~his

is a fairly standard

nar-rator's voice,

Robbery Under: Arms

Boldrewood's

and

Robbgry Under Arms' orioiP.al

A crucial point I must make here :i.s

often in criticism of
references

the

Ct"itic~l

th-~tt

very

one encounters

"interferences"

with

his

such as the one just cited, and to the

marring effect it has on the novel

-

the way i t turns a

subversive, piquant and exciting yarn into a conservative and
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sternly moral fable and so on.

I am writing in this thesis.

It is against this view that

I believe

Establishm~nt

values

are undermined in the book and that the attitude of critics
that the novel is conservative - valorising the hierarchias
I am examining - is one which places far too rnucb
appanmt authorial intentions.

empha.si:::~

on

Boldrowood does intervene,

but awkwardly in my opinion, and to little real effect.

It

is my contention that all the hierarchies I cite are at least
called into question by the narrative whet.her the author

intended this to be the case or not.
Indeed many critics have referred to passages in the
novel where Dick Marston's narrative rings suspiciously false

especially
attitudes.

some

devoted

to

articulations

of

social

But implicit in this criticism is the assertion

that the critics are more than capable of reading: "throug:h"
Boldrewood's distortions.

Remembering: that Boldrewood wrote

the story for an J\ustrmlian journal and that i t concerned
people, places, times and
would have had some

ev~nts

perso~

a good many of his readers

knowledg:e of, it is likely that

such distortions would have been just as apparent to them and indeed to most other Australian readers since - as to
subsequent literary critics.

I will put the case that a

number of Boldrewood'a unsubtle attempts to

manipul~te

his

characters' attitudes to suit his own, actually work against
his conservative project- that of writing from a criminal's
perspective while trying to be seen to be on the side of law
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and order and the Establishment gen9rally.

His efforts to

constrain subversive implications give rise to some glaring
inconsistencies and I will draw attention to a number of
these as the paper praqresses.

In other words, the novel's

lack of what Palmer calls "integrity" has its own eloquence
and one not necessarily lost on its general readership.
Wherean Palmer saw Boldrewood' s readers as tending to
constrain him I strongly suspect the corrmercial advantage cf
a racy tale's popular appeal worked against his conservati'lo
instincts in his having stooped to write from the point of
view of a "native-born"

bushranger in the

first place and

that

is a fascinating

tension between

thil!3

is why

there

subversion and conservatism in the novel.
some

critics,

but

not

many,

have

praised

the

Australian-ness of Robbery Under Arms very enthusiastically.
A BUi:"prising assessment of Robbery Under Arms comes from A.G.
Steph"'ns

who

iconoclastic,

ran

the

"Red

Page"

of

and nationalistic Bulletin -

the

irreverent,

a magazine for

which Boldrewood has "no sympathy whatsoever and for which he
declined

to

write" 12 • for

ten

yearn

beginning

in

1896. 13

Writing in Bookfellow in 1920 Stephens had thiz; to say about
Robbery Under Arms:
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The Australian value of the book is that perhaps seven-tenths
of it is Australian truth- the bush boys and bu.'lh girls, and

particularly the old fathor Ben Marston - taken directly fran
Browne's observation of life -are as natural as trees ... But
i t needed Browne's remarkable knowledge of bush life to
harm:Jnise his characters, incidents and scenes. He has had
imitators swce 1880, but none comes within cooey of his
masterpiece.
Notable here is Stephens' insistence that Boldrewood provides

a faithful record of Australian life - that much of the novel
is

not

simply

fiction

but

"Australian

truth."

The

historicity of the novel will be given some attention in the
second half of this paper.

More importantly though I would

make the observation that if a prominent nationalist critic
like

Stephens

could

describe

Robbery

Under

Arms

as

a

"masterpiece" i t is difficult to explain why the novel has
received, in the larger
attention

for

its

~cheme

of things, so little critical

pioneering

and

sl'!minal

depiction

and

celebration of Australian-ness.
It is arguable that the identifiably "native" langua;e
of

the narrator

characters

was a

of

Robben Under

powerful

source

Arms
of

and

most

inspiration

writers who come to dominate nineties nationalism.

of

its

for

the

As O.A.

Wilkes observes:
It is not until Rolf Boldrewood's RolJbery UDder Arne (1882-3)
thnt the native-bam Australian is given charqe of the
narrative; in less than a decade his vfirnacular idian canes
to pervade Australian fictional prose.
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Of course the proletarian idiom of tho native bushman became
an emphatic mnrk of cultural "differance" from tho imperial
centre

in

the

radical

literature of the nineties

-

its

deviation from tho formal impetial standard almost a gesture

of defiance,

Dick Harston's use of the vernacular is so

forceful and impressive it is his character, I believe, who

initiates the trend.

Robbery Under Arms' use of Australian

idiom helped make i t a very accessible novel

it

respect

differs

markedly

from

the

and in this

supposedly

more

politically significant Such is Lif.!!.16 , by Joseph Furphy, in
that the latter novel,

for all

its colloquial

idiom,

was

written, for the most part, in such an awkward and pedantic
style as to render i t virtually inaccesl!lible to the very
people it purported to champion.
Bafora moving to the predominantly text-based analyaia
which will constitute the bulk of this paper, it is worth,
for the sake of perspective, making a few points about the
depiction

of

the

English

gentleman

in

relation

to

the

Australian "native" in Henry Kingsley's QeoffrY Hamlyn11 which
apart from Marcus Clarke's e9t the Term of His Natural Life 11
-

wherein

the

designation

"native"

is

of

little

or

no

relevance - was the only major Australian novel published
prior to RobberY Under Arms.

The English gentleman has a

towering ascendancy in Geoffry Hamlyn and to put it bluntly
the novel reeks of Empire, class-based elitism and racism and
its few references to "native-born" Australians are at very
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best condescending.
noticed

the

John Barnes,

conservative aspects

who see!IU) only to have
of

Robben

Under At!M,

describes the novel as "the best 'Australian romance' in tho

~.U-tamlYn. 1 in3 ... a

quite misleading.

But in my view the comparison is

In Geoffry Hamlyn the Eton and Cambridge

educated Frank Haberly is appalled

by the colonial Dmall

farmers - of which the Hat·stons are representative in
Under Ar;rns -

deocribing

peasantry and

havin~

them as inferior to

~IT

the English

an existence mar-ked by "independence,

godleasness and rum."lO

He expresees h1s disappointment with

the small holders and their native-born offspring thus:
He has turned to be a drmken, IJO(lle:.s i:n';l;.dent fellow, and
his wife little better than hineelf; his daughters dCMiy
hussies; his soos lanky lean, ~:r.~taoed, blaspheming
black9\lilrds, drinking run before br~ast, aOO. living by
cheating one and another out of horse:~.

Nothing could be more apparent than the imperious English
gentleman's

anxiety and

resentment at

the "lower order"

colonialists' opportunitiea for breaking free frum the ruling
class domination they would have been born into in jolly old
England.

This conversation is set in the year l836U so with

some intertextual licence we might say "lean, lanky, pastyfaced blaspheming blackguard" Dick Harston is as yet only
about

five

years

old

(Dick

is

29

in

1860)(29).

The

Australian "native" is not really gi1.1en a voice in Geofill
Hamlyn,although on one occasion a "native" youth is given the
opportunity to reveal that he is an illiterate simpleton in
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Captain Brentwood's house by accepting Jim's description of
a paperweight he is childishly attracted to as "(T}he button

off a Chinese Mandarin's hat who was killed at tho battle of
Waterloo in the United States by Major Buckley."H

And yet

it is a curious fact that Rolf Boldrewood described Qeoffry

Hlmlin as "the first the finest Australian work worthy of the
subject,

of

the great,

the heroic subject

of Austral ian

colonisation"H; curious because fl:obbery Under Arms' portrayal

of

non-elite Australian colonials,

those that are "native-born",
deprecatory

and

and mot'e particularly

is in total

sneering account

of

the

contrast to the
same in Geoffry

Haml yn.

But
B.Qlmen

what

under

Boldrewood

AriM

was

successfully

a orowing

specifically Australian identity.

tapped

sense
G.A.

of

into

pride

in

in

a

Wilkes quotes an

illuminating observation made by Anthony Trollope in 1872:
TM idea that FJ)glisl'lrBl - that is new chure, or EnQlielm!n
just cane fran hane - are trade of paste, wbereu the
Australian native or thoroughly ,Flinatized, is steel all
thrQU9h, I found to be miversal.

At

no

point

does

Robbery

Under

Arms

put

such

a

view

explicitly but the motif, intended or otherwise, is hardly
less visible for that.

Dick Marston's superbly brash opening

announcement of himself is nothing more or less than a boast
that

he is "steel

all

through."

I t is

significant that

Trollope refers not only to the "Australian native" but 1.1lso
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to the ''thoroughly acclimatised" becau.se the latter category
which iB prominently represented in Robbery Under ArJM -most

notably in the persons of Ben Marston and Starlight himself

~

tends to carry with it similar mythic implications whereby
the fresh, bracinq, invigorating environment and the supposed
rigours and challenges faced by all and sundry in the colony
are deemed to give rise to an especially
hardy Australian type.

Ben Harston,

br~o~vo,

robust and

tor example,

is an

Englishr.\an, but one who was transported to Australia "when he
was not much more than a boy"(33}.
says of him at one point:

outside and in" (71).

His son, Dick Harston,

"I always thought he was ironbark

Not only is the metaphor Australian,

but- by inference M the subject as well.

Put simply, when

ezaminin; the English versus Australian hierarchy in
!.!rul.~rm~-

~XI

one needs to consider just how "English" the more

positively portrayed Englishmen really are.
Boldrewood wrote an article entitled "The Australian
Native Born Type" 21 in 1885 in which he \las intent on the
argument that "nativeMborn" Australians

wet:~

not in the least

inferior to the British, and that they mi;ht in fact prove
superior to the English, the lrish and the Scottish because
of a hybrid vigour resulting from the interbreeding
three peoples in

the colony.

He

~f

the

praises the Australian

bushman's physique, athleticism and stamina and suggests that
as a physical specirr.en the bushman is superior to the British
labourer M partly because of environmental factors and partly
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because of the di fferin9 demands of hit! work. 21

His reference

to the bush people as "stalwart men and wholesome, stirring
lasses 21

is

worlds

apart

it would be

H.lml.yn and

from
fair

the perspective
to say

R,.obbery Under Arms'

representation of the Australian people,
"thoroughly

acclimatised", is

unconscious I y
e:r.ampl e,

wholly

wht~ther

Hr Howard,

"native" or

pervaded

nationalistic sentiment.

Bel drewood has

of Geotfry

by

To cite

this

a minor

the Harston's

school

teacher, express this view with regard to the dau9hters of the
colonials

-

Prank Haberley'l!l "dowdy

hussies"n in Oeoffry

Hamlyq:

"Look at Mary Darcy and Jane larmet:Jy, and my little pet
Aileen here. I defy any villll98 in Britain to turn out such
¢rla ... the natur!ll refinanent and intelligence of these
little dlnsels utcniahes me."( 38)

It is worth noting that Aileen is the

daughte~

duffing ex-convict and Jane Larmuuby's

fathe~.

described as "a sly
he knew

we~e

g~eedy

of a cattle-

a publican, is

son of fellow that bought

stolen .•• " { 37) ,

If blood and breeding do seem

to uphold the gentleman in the novel it does not
condemn the commoner and this
some fundamental
system.
mate~ial

I

latte~

motif

a~sumptions unde~pinnino

Neve~theless

have cited

reoa~dless
JiQRbe~y

thing~

of

~uns

necessu.~ily
counte~

to

the English class

some of the

c~itical

Under Arr!l.!!. is not generally

hailed as a nationalistic text and in some respects it doos
retain an English gloss.
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Ken Goodwin describes RobberY Under Ann.s as "an old

fashioned

Englis~

romance with an l\ustralian setting and

vernacular language. ulO

Host of the "romant:e" of the novel

is centred on Starlight. an English ljJentleman.

seeming English-ness

of

~_ry

Indeed the

Under Arms derives in no

small measure from what R.B. Walker refers to as Boldrewood's
"great

pr.edilection

for

the

Enqlish

;entleman." 31

This

species figures prominently in positions of authority in the

novel but in terms of actual charactera the most siqnificant
eaamples are Starlight, Hr Falkland and

P'e~:dinand

Horringer -

remembering that the former two have been in Australia since
they were young men and that the latter, an Inspector of
Police, becomes something of a laughing-stock.
has chimed with

~espect

to the novel that "all

sympathies a~e with the gentleman ... .,J1
claim but it has a
considers that

I

Ba~nes

Bold~ewood's

would dispute this

ce~tain supe~ficial accu~acy

nea~ly

John

and when one

all the Qentlomen in the novel are- at

least at face value - EnQlish one begins to understand why
~obbery

as

a

Under Arms has not gained vide critical recognition
nationalistic

Boldrewood presenta

teJ~:t.

a

few

Though
mildly

acknowledging

that

democratic nuances

in

Robben Under Arl!l§., A.A. Phillips, for example, still claims
there is "a chasm between him and the Australian writers who
were to supersede him" 33 , and Cyri 1 Brown. in his book Hri tina
for

Australia:

A Nationalist Tradition in Australian

l!.iterature? dismisses Robbery Under A,na as a work presenting
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an essentially English view of colonial adventures, nH

But

these are assessments 1 will contest and indeed most of this
paper will

be devoted to rebutting -

RQbberv Under

Arm~

articulated

at least as far as

is concerned - the common critical view,

here

by

Barnes,

John

that

"Boldrewood ... repre:umts the colonial spirit against which

tho Bulleti.n struggled in politics and literature, nlS
Critir.s have tended to find the romantic tigure of
Captain Starlight an irresistible target and Hi.

assessment here

i~

~-e:-s

Frankl in' a

fairly representative:

[W]e are im.:roducecl. lo the hero, Captain Starli¢\t, a
cmp:eite of rcmmtic h'-.¢lllaymen fran Robin Hood down. He
is i.q)erturbably urbane, invulnerably healthy, ~ly
handsane, one of those ~lorious Englislmen a RBtch for any
ten of lesser breeds., ,l

I would take issue with two important but

som~~hat

glibly-

drawn assumpt.Lons here which have tended to colour most
criticism of
need

~ery

ne~aessaril

Under Arm§.

The first is that Starlight

y be reQarded as the hero of the novel.

StarliQht's air of mystery, toJ;Jether with his panache and
chivalry,

captures

the

im&Qination

narration

provides

for

9reater

but

Dick

insights

into

Marston's
his

own

character which is. I would arQue, much the more rounded,
credible and impressive creation.

But the other

ass~~ption

I will challenge in more detail is that StarliQht should be
seen simply as an Englishman without acknowledgment of the
radical distinction in the popular

p~rception

of the time -
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which Troll ope gauged perfectly- between English "new chwns"
and

En(Jlishmen

refers

to

the

"thoroughly

tact

that

acclimatised."

Starlight

Dick

English

in

Marston

but

the

attendant qualifier is equally important in the context of
the novel:

"He was an Englishman - that was certain - but he

must have come young to tho colony., ,"(323)

Starlight is an

Englishman yes - but an Englishman "thoroughly aoJclimatised."

One of the ways in which this important distinction
manifests itself is in Starlight's inversive
argue

subversive

theatrical

and I would

impostures.

Starliqht's

criminal adventures are apt to incorporate, or indeed revolve
around, impersonations of "new chum" English gentlemen and
some of these performances take on strong elements of parody.
Senior police and Government officials,

often "new chums"

themselves, are generally the ultimate targets of Star 1 ight 's
theatrical mockery but the figure of the "new chum" itself is
subject to caricature as wel ~.

tt is never state(: explicitly

in the novel why Starlight invariH.bly

ast~umes

the identity of

a gentlemanly "new chum" in his carnivalesque deceptions.
While it does serve to obscure details about his background
and

to

secure

him

a

degree

of

immediate

social

respectability, there is also some advantage in the disarming
vulnerability and slightly ludicrous naivety likely to have
bet!n attdbuted to the "new chum" in the Australian colonial
milieu.

This

latto.r:

quality,

which

is

undoubtooHy

exaggerated in Australian nationalist mythology- the "men of
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paste"

is

conception

stressed

in

some

of Starlight's

impersonations to the point whore the figure of the "new
chum'' itself is effectively
overall

spirit

of

irreverence

these

chnracteri z:es

lampooned~

if

and gentle

performances,

not

thereby adding to the

reinforcing,

ridicule which

furthermore,

and,

conforming

to,

popular

attitudes.

In short Starlight is an English gentleman whose

English-ness is called into question by the

~act

nationalist

that he is

so often making fun of English gentlemen in the novel.
One of Starlight's impersonations is associated with
the auctioning of some ill-gotten horses on the goldfields
(211).

That

Starlight presents a comically hyperbolised

\:·ersion of the "new chum" is clear:

"Just before the sale

began at twelve o'clock, and a goodish crowd had turned up,
Starlight rides quietly up, the finest picture of a new chum
you ever set eyes on.

Jim ar..d I could hardly keep from

bursting out

laughing"{215).

References

"moustache"

"tweed

1

1

clothing"

"En;J ish

are made to his
hunting

whip",

"hogskin gloves", "leather gaiters" and "eyeglass"{215).

But

if his foppish grooming and attire are not enough to mark him
out as being something akin to an "inbred upper class English
twit"

his

precious

manner

of

apeech,

replete

emasculating impediment, completes the portrait:
"Oh! - a - here is a letter fran fi'IY friend, Mr Bernard
Muldoon, of the Lover Hacquarie-er- requesting you to sell
these horoes faw him; and-er-hand over the proceeds to-er-me
Mr Augustus GWanby-aw!"{215)

with
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This

coxcombical

archetypal
Starlight

and

Englioh
tho

incongruous

"new

chum"

bushrangor

acclimatised."

laughing-stock
is

the

the

the

antithesis

Englishman

of

"thoroughly

In tho brooder context of tho strong and

oxprol!lsive Australian colloquial

voice of

Dick Marston' D

narrstivo, tho "now chum's" voice seems more a symptom of
effeteness than a mark of imperial dominance.

In this way

the novel subtly undermines the English versus Australian

hierarchy characteristic of colonial society.
But Starlight's ari.atocratic ''new chum" impersonation

allows

him

Commissioner

to

sell

and

a

horsli!l

another

to

to

a

the

man

acting

Inspector

personally - on his ovn recomnendation (215).

of

for

the

Police
In other

words, what has become comical and "foreign" to the populace
remains potent within the Eetablishment - which is at this
time still strongly English.

"Augustus Gwanby", 11. figure

that seems a risible oddity to the diggers, is yet able to
evoke respectful responses from a senior policeman simply by
projecting an image, however

ridiculous,

identifies with the upper echelons of
Starlight's mimicry

-

which is

that

the latter

imperial England.

just as much mockery

subverts the English versus Australian hierarchy by making
the former's ascendancy look ridiculous.
Starlight's

impersonations

and

stunts

appropriate to anti-imperialist natives

Indeed in many uays
would

seem more

than an English

gentleman 11.nd this has the effect of making him seem mora

Australian.
perfo~mnnce

He actually re-enacts his "Augustus Gwanby"
for

the

amusement

of

his

decidedly

non-

aristocratic "native" J\ustro.lilln friends, the vivacioun and
completely unaffected Barnon sisters (216).
to say

Sta~light'a

I t would be fair

caricature draws on much the

~arne

popular

nationalist sentiment as the burlesque imitation of a British
officer by an Australian noldier in the film ~. 31
By and large English-ness is not valorised relative to
Australian-ness in R._o..hl:!§ry Under_.An:!!§. nor Englishmen relative
to "native Australians
how "AUl'\tralian"

~

especially if one takes into account

the most

favourably

gentlemen seem to be - but t-he
some ways unflattering.

dt:~piction

represented English
of "new chums" is in

For the most part the "new chum"

type tends to be represented in the novel as being decent and
plucky but at the same time callow and faintly ridiculous.
The most
Goring,

prominent policemen in

the novel, Morrinqer and

are Englishmen whose AUI!Itralian experience

is of

unspecified duration but i t is mentioned that there are many
"now

chumt~"

in the police force (145) and one can only say

the police are made to look very foolish and ineffectual
throughout most

of the novel.

One of the policemen 'Oiho

ineptly dh•ulges information about an operation to capture
the bushran;ers in the presence of some of their sympathiaers
is

a "new chum"

and Starlight's disposition

towards

the

larrikin "bush teleg:raph", Billy tho Boy, who outwits them
and alerts

the outlaws,

reveals

a

decidedly

un~"Enqlish
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gentlemanly" regard for the impudent young "native's" bold
sel f-as!'urence:

"You're precious free and oat.Jy, my young

friend ... I rather

In the context of the

like you" (192).

novel Billy has dominion over his land {184) - and no "new
chum" policeman is likely to threaten it.

Horsemanship is one area in which RobberY Under

Arm~

emphatically holds the Australian "native" superior to the
Englishman,

and

given that

many

of

the

police arf" "new

chunm", it gives the bushrangers, as Dick

point

(145},

a

significant

advantage.

explain~:~

at one

Although

the

observation that the "natives" are betbar hot"semen than the
"new chums" might seem to pertain only to a certain strategic
advantage related to bushranqing, it tends to take on, in the
context of the wider novel, a much larger mythic significance
because the amount of attention Robben Undor Arw devotes to
horses and ridin9 makes horsemanship the virtual yardstick of
Australian-ness.
Hy

Dick Marston puts it thus:

word, AUDtralia is a horsey country, and no mistake ••• I

can't think as t.hf!re's a CO\Zitry oo. the face ot the. earth
where the peoples fc::n:l.er of horses. Fran the t.imeo they're
able to walk, boys lliVi girls, they're able to ride, and ride
well ( 352).

The radical nationalist Henry Lawson took up the theme and
his

beautiful! y

opens:

condescen'ilinr;r

poem

"New-chum

Jackeroos"
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He nay not ride as you can ride,
Or do what you can do
But scmetimes you'd seem rrol.l beside
The new-chun jackeroo.

After an introduction like that the "new-chum jackeroo" had

nowhere to go but up.
After

the

bushrangers'

first

coach

robbery,

an

outraged "new chum's" account of the incident is a subject of
considerable
Australian

mirth

Barnes

to

their

sisters

friends

(208).

the

emphatically

Star 1 ight 's

defensive

response to the young man's reported attack on the AuBtralian

colonial chaL·acter relative to the English character again
shows him the more naturalised and experienced hand:
"Inqenuous youth!

When he lives a little longer he'll find

that people in England, and indeed, everyWhere else, are wry
m.tch like they are here. They'll wink at a little robbery
or take a hand th!m!~elves if its IT'ade worth their while"
(208).

One could imagine Geoffry Hamlyn'.e Frank Haberly agreeing
wholeheartedly with the "new chum's" deprecation of colonial
moral standards.H
literary shift

But as one of many evidences of a major

in Robbery Under

~rms

this

passage again

subverts the English versus Australian hierarchy by having
Starlight,

a "thoroughly acc,imatised" English gentleman,

dismiss a "new chum" Englishman's suggestion that English
society

is

morally

superior.

Star I ight

may

not

be an

Australian as such but he is very much like one in sympathy.
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The depiction of the "new chums" in the novel does
tend to vary according" to their disposition towards Australia
and

the Australians.

Cl iffot."d and HastJ.ngs, Starlight's

aristocratic "new chum" work mates

on the goldfields, are

sympathetically portrayed although Dick Marston's account of
the

occasion

comical

of

fashion,

their

first

appearance still

fosters

in

the notion of "new chwns" being akin to

babes in the woods in the Australian landscape.

When ther

arrive at the Barnes place at night on their way to the
goldfields

one

of

them

is

wearing

an

eyeglass

and

he

expresses relief that they'll have company and not 9et lost
"in this beastly bush as they call it" (226),

When he asks

if they can have a bath, the down-to-earth Maddie replies:
"Oh

yes

you

can ... there's a

creek at

lhe bottom of

g'arden, only there's snake9 now and then at ni9ht.
you towels" (226).

the

I'll get

But being as yet "made of paste", the

"new chum" e:nglish gentlemen decline

~preferring

to wait for

morning.
Although

Clifford

and

Hastings

are

favourably

represented in thv novel, it is clear that Boldrewood drew
these Enolish gentlemen and their attitudes with a view to
having them conform, probably quite unrealistically, to the
egalitarian sympathies of his Australian readership.

They

are quite happy to mix with the bush people at the Barnes
place:
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We were afraid tha strange~ would bavo spoiled our fun for
the evening, but they didn't; we nnde out afterwards that the
tall one was n lord.
They were just like anybody else,
and .•• they nnde themselves plaa.sant enough ••. (227).
Dick's remark that these English gentlemen were "just like
anybody else" ( 227) is symptomatic of the tension in the
novel

between

Boldrewood's

acknowledgment

of

the

more

spirit

or
of

less

unavoidable

egalitarianism

and

independence pervading the broader Australian community and
his

desire

necessary

to promote

his

ascendancy of

a

hereditary elite,
c;rentlemen

truly distinct

in the

and essentially

Dick Harston ca.n find these elite English

agreeable because

But

else."

own reactionary belief

this

they

conditional

are "just

acceptance

hierarchy it is partly intended to excuse:

like anybody

subverts

the

the elite cannot

-by definition- be "just like anybody else."

But writing

from a sympathetically-depicted "native" Austral ian bushman's
perspective, Boldrewood could not at ford to have his English
gentlemen - for whom he was such a devoted apologist - treat
his proud

and independent narrator

supercilious disdain.
times remarkably

Con~equently

- i.£ not overly

warmly with the lower orders.
as

it

may

e;alitarianism

be,

tends
thereby

with any semblance of
these gentlemen seem at

-

willing to fraternise

The overall effect, unintemded

towards

the

subverting:

valorisation
not

only

hierarchies but imperial-colonial hierarchies as well.

of

class
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Another aspect of RohbGrY Under Ar.ms which subverts

the

Enqlish~Austrslian

hierarchies

and tho ruling class - working class

obtaining in

colonial

oociety

is its wholly

favourable depiction of the goldfields and its egalitarian
society.

The goldrushes are represented in tho novel as a

huge social and economic upheaval and the portrayal of tho

goldfields
Harston's
down"

has

a

words,

(199).

strong carnivalesque quality.
"the whole country seemed

And

further,

on

In Dick

turned upside

the goldfields: "It was a

fairy-story place ... the glitter and show and strangeness of
it all.

Nobody was poor, everybody was well dressed and had

money to spend ... "{228).

The goldfields brings all races and

classes together in one egalitarian comnunity.

Quoting

partly from Bakhtin himself, Webster explains:
allOW3 people who in life are "separated by
i.ttp!lnetrable hierarchical barriers [to] enter into free end

carnival

familiar cootact," thus SU5pendin9 the establiS\fd official

order and allowing new relationships to emerge,
One would expect a conservative like Boldrewood to find
a

social

environment

one

without

stratification - threatening and undesirable.
no doubt that the historical

e~periance

~uch

hierarchical
For there is

of goldfields life -

which Boldrewood was very familiar with and clearly drew upon
for the novel - set many people formerly of the lower orders
to wondering why society in general should not function the
same way.

As Hanning Clarke writes:

By the middle of 1852 gold was subverting the old social
order of nmk and deqree. At the diggings it was already
being said, "Jack is as good as his nm~ter."
All was
confusion. Jrespect for worth, talent and education had also
~ subver1'f·
Brawn and rruscle, not birth, rrarked. the
anstocracy.
Under

Robben

Arms

does

not

delve

into

the

political

implications of the egalitarianism of the goldfields as such
but it dotts valorise, the fairness
(228),

and equality

thereby

effectively

(237)

of

calling

self-regulation

(237),

the fields

very strongly-

into question

the

necessary

desirability of hierarchical stratification per se.

Par on

the Qof.dfields the exalted rub shoulders with the lowly.
Accordingly the English "new chum" aristocrats Clifford and
Hastino;s team up with Starlight, who is playing the "new-chum
swell" ( 228) again and "garrrnoning to be as green about all
Australian ways as if he'd never seen a gum tree before"
(2~lB),

to work on a claim with a wages man and all four toil

te~gether

like corrmon labourers:

The crowd christened them ''The Three Honourablcs," and used

to have great fun watchin; than workill9 away in their
j..:rseys, and handling their picks and shovels like 1r2n
(228),

These are very sympathetically depicted English

gentlem~n

and

their humility - their refusal to "pull rank" - is presented
as their most positive attribute,
The way in which the "new chum" aristocrats Clifford
and Hastings are tailored to oppeal to an Australion bushman

..
narrator

and

instructive,

indeed

an

Australian

readership

is

quite

Boldrewood imbue!J Clifford and Hasting, English

•

gentlemen, with qualities and attributes of which a radical
democrat would approve and surprisingly, he even introduces
an

obnoxious

foil

to

his

superior Hr Despard (233).

ideal

th~

types,

doterminedly

cit~scribes

Dick Marston

him as:

"(A) swell that didn't work. and wouldn't work, and thought
i t fine

to treat

stands against
goldfields,
"devilish

the diggers

the

democratic,

complainin9 of
little

like dogs"

society"

Des pard

(233).

egalitarian spirit of the

"plenty

of

muscle"

(233)

Remarkably,

(233).

it

but
is

Boldrewood's English gentlemen who speak against Despard's
Clifford and Hastings repcoach Despat"d fot" his

position.
snobbish

attitude

claiming:

be

is

missing:

out

on

the

oppot"tunity to meet fascinating: people living in a community
chat"acterised by "natut"al. unaffected g:ood mannet"s" (233).
Purthermot"e, they tell Despard that once the digg:el:'s "see you
don't want to patl:'onise, and are content to be a simple man
amon9 men, there's nothing: they won't do for you or toll you"
( 233).

But he retains his contemptuous attitude:

one's fellow ct"eatut"es: pt"esent company
And

it

is

left

to one

of

the

accept~d

"pl:'esent

"Oh, d-n

••. " (233).

company"

dis;ui!'led bushranQel:' Starlight - to make a fool

-

the

of him by

acknowledging: that as one of the Government administrators he
is well placed to offer his opinion that the di99ers could
well be "Dashed bad charactGro" (234).

The

curiou~

message from Cliffocd and Hastings then,

ia that in order to be accepted among - and renpectad by the diggers, tho Englhh gentleman must not "patronise" and
munt be "content to be a simple man among men."

ln other

words, he must for tho greater part, forego the very social
privileges

the

hierarchical

conventional! y prefers,
contradictions
gentlemen

'

RobbQry

does

tend

to

designation

AI though

thoro are some glaring

Und~~·

reveal

a

"gentleman"

portrayal

of

significantly

English
modified

conception of what const1tutes gentlemanly conduct in the
Australian context

in the sense

that a strong

degree of

erasure of class distinction in ternw of interaction ia more
likely to be valorisod than not.
Enqlish models,

of course in traditional

based wholly on an organic.i.st vision, such

conduct is more

likely

to be seen as a

disruptive force

qiving rise to hopeless aspirations on the part of inferiors
or the corruption of the standards of superiors,
of Robbery Upder Ari!l$ derives, no doubt,

This aspect

in 1argo measure

from Boldrewood's strong and proud narrative voice - that of
11

"native" Australian bushman who is so admirably independent

in spirit as to make implausible any willing- acceptance on
bis part of a position of inferiority or servitude.
An interesting sidelight in Robben Under Arms is tha
presence

of

the

acknowled9ment
many

Americans

Americans

on

the

goldfields

of their social influence:
.at

first .•• that

lots

of

and

the

"There were so
the young native
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fellows took a pride in copying them" (322).

The Marston's

claim is adjacent to one held bi' a team of Californians with
whom they develop a strong bond:
down good fellows,

The

Americans,

"(T]hoy were such up and

and such real friends

coming

from

an

to us ... " (253).

independent

nation

with

memories of British colonial rule, ore naturally averse to
any imperial - colonial hierarchy and they are irritated by
some evidences of a continued deference to English social
patterns in the Australian colonial

mentality.

When Sir

Ferdinand Morringer, the new Inspector of Police, who also

happens to be a baronet, makes his first appearance on the
Turon goldfields, it is the Americans who are least impressed
by his rank and title and their case is hardly demolished by
Dick

Harnton

in

this

exchange

with

his

"Yankee"

(HIS)

fciends:

''How de'ye fix it that lt lord's better'n any other rran7"
"lie's a bit different, sarehow," I says. ''We're not gain'
to kneel down or knuckle under to him, but he dm't look like
any me ebe in this coan does be7"
"He's no slouch •.• " says Arizona Bill; "b..lt dum rr« old
buck.!lki.M if J: can see why you Britishers sets up idols and
suchandworshipe 'l!!lllinac:olmy, just's if yerwas in that
old bl!ni9hted En;land aQain."
We didn't say any roore (246).
Perhaps Dick didn't have an answer.
point,

Boldrewood couldn't

think

or perhaps, more to the
of

any

credible way

of

having biB Australian "native" bushman narrator argue any
further in defence of the English class system.

This is one

of several notable instances in the novel wherein exchanges

happen

which

significance,
manner.

to

relate

close in

a

to

matters

rather

of

ideological

abrupt and unsatisfying

But I would argue that in leaving the radical view

unanswered,

or at best feebly opposed, in these exchanges

Boldrewood
cogency.

unwittingly

lends

it

the

greater

force

and

In an incredible atttibution of sentiment early in

the novel Boldrewood has Dick claim that

the hierarchical

privileging of the "gentleman" must be duo to "some sort of
a natural
seems

feeling"

to be absent

( 64).

And yet this "natur&l feeling"

in the Americans who act

swells" (332) themselves.

like "such

Arizona Bill - "the true grit old

hunter" (260) - is a republican and democrat by nature, but
his

depiction,

considering

views, is very positive.

Boldrewood's

own conservative

Observing Starlight disguised as

"new chum" Frank Houghton, his anti-English and anti-elitist
indignation

is

aroused

instinctively

much

to

Dick's

amusement:
"That's Mother durned fool of a Britisher: look at his
I wmder the field has not shaken sane of that
cussed foolishness out of him by this ti.rre" {246).

eyec;~lass!

In allowing such a voice, Boldrewood unwittingly acknowledges
that the spirit of the Australian goldfields is really very
much aqainst such familiar images of Empire.
If some Enqlish qentlemen do seem very sympathetically

depicted - almost
argue

p~ivileqed-in

that this is

Robbery Under Arms I would

largely due to

their

1nvestment with
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"Australian" attributes - thereby undermining the traditional
English archetype in any case.

To people like Hr Despard, by

implication a young English aristocrat, Australia would seem
to be, in the words of one of Starlight's assumed "new chum"
Enqlish gentleman identities -

savage

country"

"Lie:.atenant Cascalles" - "a

The

(346),

rawness

and

the

physic11l

challenge of Australia is certainly toregrounded in
!!ru\!:tL...hi!!I..§. and i t is not

favourably-depicted

surprising that one of its

English

gentlemen,

is described as "a great sporting man"

Knightley,

as

"Boy's

own"

name would sugge.Jt,

Enqlish

gentleman

but

is

~ost

Commissioner

Kniqhtley,

his

~obberY

a

(~63),

caricatured,

Boldrewood

is

still

concerned to have him treat not only Starlight but also his
thoroughly

disreputable

Australian

"native"

bushranging

companions, with an inordinate degree of respect and goodwill
- even dter it has ceased to be of strataqic advantage.
This is in keeping with the subtle but persi8tent motif in
Robbery Under Arms that the measure of a gentleman is his
disposition towards the working man - hardly the conventional
yardstick but an appropriate one from a bushman narrator's
singular perspective.

It

is

particularly evident in the

portrayal of "the big squatter" (18), Hr Falkland.
Falkland -

"a gentleman if ever there waa

on~"

Engliahman but a "thot·oughly acclimatised" one.

Herbert

(18)

is an

He is an

especially good employer - one "that takes a good deal of
notice of his working- hands ••. " (78) - and, in an exchang-e
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which would

seem completely

out

of place

in an English

context. he allows Dick Mnrston to ezpress his subversive and
rather disparaging views - "Every one of you gentlemen wants
to

be

a

small

recrimination.

idealising

God

Almighty"

But

if

(78)

Boldrewood

the generosity

of

without
might

squatters

in

fear

be seen

general

to

of
be

here,

Dick's remark that "if more gentlemen were like Mr Falkland
I really do believe no one would rob them ••• " (91) tends to

suggest both that he is something of an exception and, more
subtly, that the others deserve what they get.

In much the

same way, Mr Knightley has to meet with the approval of his
class opposites - if not enemies -to qualify as a gentleman

of the right stamp.

We can be sure Hr Knightley is a "qood

l!lort" (373) because Dick Harston tells us the bushranQers
Hulbert and Hall said so.

In the context of the novel there

could be no more authoritative endorsement for a gentleman.
But if the working man's imprimatur is not enouqh, he even
sells Starlight a horse at a price he refuBed from their arch
enemy Ferdinand Horr1nger.
Towards the clO!se of ltpbbery Under Arms, Hr Falkland
and his daughter visit Dick, who has been sentenced to death,
in

gaol.

With

9entleman., .that

them,
they

as

Dick

told mt!l was

recalls,

is

an English

"a

young

lord,

or

baronet, or something of that sort, and was to be married to
Hiss Falkland" (416).

In terms of characterisation Hiss

Falkland is primarily a creature of romantic convention; an
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angelic damsel subject to sundry haroic rescues.

But in a

f&miliar pattern in the novel whereby the gentle folk are

effectively rated by their generosity of 5pirit towards the
working

man,

the

confirmation of

Hiss

Falkland's

noble

character occurs not so much in the drawing room as in the

shearing shed and the gaol.

Early in the novel she helps Jim

when he is injured while shearing and advises him - without

consulting her father - to take the rest of the day off (85).
Later in the narrative Dick is amazed when - before onlooking
dignitaries - she greets him and shakes his hand upon seeing
him in Berrima gaol (163).

Hhen she visits Dick in gaol with

her father and fiance many years later, she offers her hand
to the prisoner once more.

The imperious reaction of her

adstocratic English fiance effectively diminishes him in the
narrative's economy of evaluation and offers a moment hinting
very stron9ly of a quite fundamental cultural separation:
Sir Qeorge, or whatever his nt!ll11e was, didn't seem to fancy
it over nuch, for he said ''You col mists are strange people, our friend here may think
himself hi¢lly favoured" (416),
subverting

"English-Australian",

"ruling

class-working

class", and ''male-female" hierarchies in one fell swoop MiBS
Falkland then puts Sir George in his place and we are left
with the impression he is a foreigner with much to learn
about a new country - most strikingly in this instance how
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formalities associated with English class barriers no longer

take precedence in interpersonal relations.
At the beginning of this paper I cited an assessment
of Robben Unde..r....Am by Chris Tiffin in which he highlights

the

"English

gentlemanly"tl

aspects

of

the

novel.

He

characterises ~LP.rms as an "AnQlo-Australian" 43
work with the "Anglo" taking precedence o\fer the ''Australian"

precisely because of
~reatment

of

what

English

he

believes is

gentlemen

in

the

the privileged

narrative

valorisation of their hierarchical ascendancy.

the

But as I have

argued, the novel - largely because of its unusuul point of
view - has a rather unconventional perspective on the English
gentleman such
whether

that

Boldrewood

its

ideal

embodiments

was

conscious

of

of
or

it

that

type,

not,

are

effectively defined and appraised not by the impressiveness
of their titles, education or breeding, but,
the

stand'l~ds

of

Au~tralian

and

wo~king

t~eatment

men - that

attitude

towards,

orders.

That most of them more or less

standards is unremarkable.
were applied at all.

of,

mo~e

the

subtly, by
is,

their

so-called

lower

live up to these

What is remarkable is that they

I would argue the glowing portrait of

the English gentleman in Robbery Under Arms is in fact a
glowing

)lortrait

of

the

English

gentleman

redefined' in the Austral ian context.

significantly

Furthermore,

I have

also emphasised the novel's frequently implied distinction
between the English "new chum" and the Englishman "thoroughly
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a.cclimatined"H and its somewhat dispat:ate treatment thereoftha

latter

"Australian."

species

being

1n

many

ways

effectively
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PART II

"A deal of the old lite vao dashed good fun •.• "

- Robbery Under Arms (418)
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"A deal of the old life was dashed good fun .•• "

In this second half of the paper, the two oppositions

over which the opposition "English versus Australian" took
precedence in the first half become the focus.

"Government

versus

outlawry 11 opposition

and

Thus the

the

"Ruling

classes versus working and lower middle classes" opposition
will be the majot" subjects for investigation.

However,

I

will also make some reference to the "Ang1o-Celtics versus
Aboriginal"

opposition

and

the

"Hale

versus

opposition in the latter part of the study.

Female"

For the sake of

convenience I will t"efer to the opposition "Ruling classes

vernus working and

lower middle

classes" as

the

"Ruling

versus working class 1 ' opposition although I would admit that
the term "working class" is not an entirely appro11riate one
for th& small farmers I will include in this category, who
are actually propertied- though not at all substantially.
The two oppositions "Government versus outlawry" and "Ruling
versus working class" are closely aligned in my reading of
Rob~u__JJnder_A.rms

and consequent 1 y they wi 11 be treated more

or less concurrently in this analysis although because the
novel

focuses

on

bushranging,

the

"Government

versus

outlawry" opposition might be Sbl.d to be the framh1g motif.
My

objective,

as

in

the

case

of

the

''English-

Australian" opposition in the first halt of the paper, is to
examine R2.Qill:£....J,Jnder_l\.r!ml'

treatment of the relationehip
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between

the

first

and second components of

each of

the

oppositions keeping in mind that the oppositions are to some

extent assumed

to conform, at

least at

face

value,

to a

hierarchical orientation - the first category being held as
privileged -

one would expect obtained in the society thll

novel

with

deals

perceptions of

at

least

in

terms

appropriate order.

of

Establishment

In accordancf'.! with my

thesis that .B;ob,Pen Under Arms is a more radical text than i t
at first

novel

seems,

~ubverts

I will

be highlighting ways in which the

the hierarchies obtaining in colonial society

and which might be :!Hen to be endorsed by the text's apparent
trajectory,
For

the

purposes

of

this

paper,

the

opposition

"Government versus outlawry" refl!rs to ftobberr Under Arms'
treatment

of

Government

authority

and

law

and

order,

including its upholdl!rs and enforcers, as opposed to conduct
and practices outside the lettBr and spirit of the law, and
the perpetrators thereof.

The emphasis. as one would expect,

falls predominantly on the novel's portrayal of the police,
and

their

professional

endeavours

relative

to

the

bushrangers, their illegal activities, and their practical
jokes.

But it will also extend to the novel's depiction of

the attitudes and actions of other individuals and of more
general class groupings as well.
As I

explained in the introduction to this paper,

regardless of its romantic aspects which chiefly revolve
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around the character of Captain Star light, RobberY Under Arms
has a fairly stt"ong historical basis -

Boldrewood him9olf

claimed this was the case 1 and sub!lequent scholarly inquiry
supports this view. 2 For this reason and because this paper

has a political orientation, I will make some references to
ways in which Australian colonial history is both reflected
and distorted in the novel in areas pertinent to my analysis.
Some of these distortions give rise to significant intra-

textual contradictions because they are simply inconsistent
with other more historically accurate information supplied by

the teJ;t itself.
That

thr~

novel appears to be more conservative than it

is can be attributed in part to some of
distortions, as

I will argue later,

the~:~e

histo.:-ical

but perhaps the most

obvious • and no doubt intenti•:mall y obvious - sign that the
author

is

endeavouring

implications

of

the

to

novel,

constrain
thus

the

upholding

subversive
conservative

hierarchies, is the frequency of hie narrator Dick Harston's
expressions of regret for having taken to outlaw life.

I am

certain this aspect of R9,bb!)ry Under Arms has been a very
significant factor behind the traditional determination of
critics to attribute a conservative character to the novel.
Vance Palmer, as I observed in the previous section, lamented
the fact that:
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Boldrewood, Dick Marston's creator is always at h.\s elbow,
warning him that this won't do for law-abidinq readers ... that
he lti1St strike his breast and cry "Peccavi" after every
paragraph. This pious gesture 15lBSCUlf'(es the chtU'ncter and
destroys the integrity of the book ..• (See 'P· 7.3)

A more recent critic,

conservative

observes:

Barry Argyle, emphasises the novel's

implications
"Boldrewood

in
is

a

ever

detailed
intent

analysis
on

pointing

ancl.
a

mora1 ... " 4 Chris Tiffin also favours a conservative reading,
asserting:

RobberY UndeL.M:!m is a hiCJhly rooral novel. It opens with
Dick .Har.stan reproaching himself in his ccmdermed cell , and
thus put:.s all the actions into a "what-a-fool I've been"
framewol:k. 5

In my view a close reading of the text will show that Dick
actually expresses little remorse.

He frequently expresses

regrets but glVen that almost the entirety of his tale is
told from a prison cell i t is little wonder.

Indeed, if the

gang had actually succeeded in escaping to America, it is
difficult to imagine that Dick would have felt either remorse
or regret.

Furthermore,

I would argue that by the end of

Dick's tale - indeed throughout most of it - our sympathies
are with the outlaws rather than the Government and that this
is a constitutive feature of the narrative.

I will pursue

this matter further as this paper proceeds,
But

to give my

analysis some structure

I

will

be

.examining several major aspects of the novel pertinent to my
thesis

sequentially

and more

or

less

separately

in the
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discussion to

follow,

bearing

l.n mind

that

my

focus

is

primarily but not exclusively on the text's treatment of the
out 1 awry" and "Ruling c 1 ass-working class"

"Oovernment
oppositions.

The

first

aspect

of

the

novel

I

will

investigate is the information the text provides regarding
the motives the various outlaws actually have for turning to
crime.

The second aspect I will examine will be the novel's

treatment of the various criminal activities and practical

jokes of the bushraogers.

The third aspect of the novel I

will deal with is the relationships between the bushrangers
themselves and their

relationship to the

bush corrmunity,

including references to that community's attitudes towards
crime generally.

Within this dis1:huion I will devote some

attention to the "Anglo-Celtict:- Aboriginal" oppositlon and
the

"Hale-Female

opposition"

with

emphasis

on

the

relationship between the bushrangers and the Barnes sisters.
I

will

then

deal

with

the

implications

of

the

novel's

it

no

significant

concluding chapters.
Host

critics

would

have

that

elements of social protest are implicated in the motives of
Robbery

Under

f\rm3'

outlaws

for

taking

to

crime.

Accordingly, on the subject of the reasons the Marstons have
for taking to outlaw life, Barry Argyle makes the following
observation:
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S'nlll

farrmrs t.houl;h the Marstons are, there is no
sugg-estion ••. of econanic hardship driving them to cri.Jre.
"The ;round like iron ond the sky like brass" ... are not
starving but boring t~

But Argy 1 e later contradict" himself by claiming - cot·rectly
I think - that this boredom is essentially "boredom with the
unrewarding grind which was existence for the
Australia." 7
stsrving

The Marstons,

but

they

certainly

In fact the lot of

squatters.

class, relative
class,

are

as small

t~mall

farmers,

poor

may not be

relative

the squntters,

to that of the small

farmer in

farmers,

t.he

the ruling
the verkin;

is a focus of very siQnificant but barely overtly

acknowledged

conflict

effectively

implicated

resorting to crime.
app~eciable

in

~rtn"-l.lnder

quite

strongly

Arms
in

ths

and

is

Marstons'

de9ree of justification.
there is an effective

acknowledgment of the social and economic causes of
Aust~alian

encounte~s

it

Furthermore, it also offers them an

AlthouQh I would arQue that

tho

to

any

countryside in
critical

Rob~Qnder

references

to

c~ime

Arms one

this

in

ra~ely

fact.

An

exception is seen in one very early reviewer's praise of the
novel's

historical

accuracy

in

showing

"how

scores

of

buBhrangers and cattle thieves would have remained honest men
had honesty offered to them only a fair reward." 1

R.B.

Halker sheds some light on Boldrewood's own thoughts on the
matter and they are quite surprising:
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Sane year:s after he bad written his book Browne ••. spoke of
bushrang:i.nq, .. as "a world-old protest against t~ dullness
of respect.ability,,.thc selfishness of property."

Walker, however, then conforms to a pattern I have referred
to previously in this paper whereby critics seem not to be
able to resist attributing a conservative character to the

novel

with his subsequent

considerably more radical

~rm!!.· .. " 10

comment:

"This assertion was

than the tenor of Robbery Under

I would agree that Boldrewood'a assertion is not

entirely consistent with the surface level

Robbery

Under

A~

which

tends

to

trajectory of

attribute

criminal

behaviour to the moral shortcomings of its perpetrators.

But

I believe protest again!'t "the selfishness of property" and
"the dullness of respectability" relate very closely to the
undercurrent
novel

between

of

conflict effectively

acknowledged

in

the

the ruling class squatters snd the working

class small farmers and labourers.

And it is this conflict

which serves as a more credible explanation for the Marstons
-

and

others

turning

to

crime

than some

of

the more

superficial and less radical reasons Boldrewood offers at a
more visible level. Furthermore, the novel's treatment of the
conflictive relationship between the squatters and the small
farmers -

the ruling class versus the working class - the

text's sympathies despite evidences to the contrary, are, by
and lar1e with the small farmers.
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And yet this was probably not Boldt"evood's intention.

He had a thorough knowledge of the historical experience of
Australian rural life 11 and although he no doubt understood
some of

the social and economic reasons for crime in tho

countryside he wasn't about to foreground them in his novel.
Accordingly we find quite a deal of evidence in Robbery Under
~

of Boldrewood endeavouring to distort

the historical

experience he drew upon so as not to present the ruling

classes and the Government in too unfavourable a light.

For

this

the

reason

bushrangers'

we

turning

"fate" (101),

"idleness"

find

Dick
to crime

frequently
to

causes

"devils" (61}, "folly"

(224),

"a good

horse"

attributing
such

(61),

(62),

as

these:

"vanity" (61),

"a

woman"

(69).

"passion" (61), "a toss up" (96) or "the devil in the shape
of a mopoke" (96).

But these explanations seem hopelessly

superficial even in the context of the narrative.
also

occasionally

attributes

some

absurdly

Boldrewood

conservative

sentiments to his narrator - as in this example:

"I don't

think there's any place in the world where men feel more outand-out respect for a gentleman than in Australia" {64).

One

can only say that in the broader context of the narrative
with friends like the Marstons the gentlemen certainly didn't
need

enemi'es.

Another

dimension

of

this

attempted

containment of subversive implications I will address later
in more detail

is

the successful

exemplary George Btorefield.

rise of

the apparently
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But if these aspects of the novel seem not to question

the status quo, the ten5ion between the ruling and working
classes is acknowledged nevertheless - often less overtly and
in disjointed and

incidental

The impression

references.

created is of a very wealthy and none-too-concerned squatter
class opposed to a small farming class which more or less
operatt:7s

on a

subsistence

level

and which feels

a quite

justifiable resentment at the indifferent affluence of the
larger lllndowners.
which develop

I will

refer to some of the passages

this awareness of

the social

context

from

whence cattle-duffing and bushranging arose.
Ben Marston the ex-convict small farmer is arguably
one of

the most

consistent and credible of

Boldrewood's

characterisations in RobberY Under Arms and he probably has
the most ingrained - and the most valid - grievance against
the Government and

the

ruling classes.

recourse to crime could be

~a\d

Accordingly his

to have political overtones

though admittedly he has no radical political views as he
would understand them.

He conceives of

hi~elf

simply as a

t"ogue but one with a fierce and legitimate grudge against
those he identifies with his
swells and

erstwhile oppressors -

the Government, and everybody almost that was

straight-going and honest" (363).
realize

"the

that

Ben

Hat"ston 's

But i t is important to

intense

resentment

of

these

categories does not derive exclusively from the distant past.
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Accordingly,

he answers his wife's pleas that he give up

cattle-dutfing thus:
''You mind your own bu:Jiness; we ITI15t live as well as other
They're
just like the squires at hane; think a poor mm hasn't a
right to live." (<10)

people •. There's squatters hero that does as bad.

This expression of the view that the squatters - the ruling
class- are oppressor!'\ is indicative of the risk that

the

conservative Boldrewood took in writing a polyphonic novel.
Once

this

subversive

voice

has

been

raised

by

a

quite

credible and sympathetic character a genie is released that
must be either put back in its bottle or left as a potential
threat to his conservative project.
In fact Ben's views are corroborated by other passages

in the novel.

One, when Dick is reflecting on the contrast

between

on

life

experience,

tends

the
to

goldfields
indicate

and
that

the

small

stealing

farming
from

the

squatters whose wealth was protected by the Government, was
almost a matter of necessity for small

farmers

like Ben

Marston:
How different it se&!ITI!Id frcm the hard, grinding, poverty stricken life we had been brought up to, and all the settlers
we knew when we were yam;! People had to work hatd for
f!Nery pound then, and, if they hadn't the ready cash, obliged
to do without, even if it was bread to eat. Many a ti.ne we
had no tea and sugar when l-Ie were little, because father
hadn't the mney to pay for it, That was when he stayed at
heme and worked for what he gat. Well it was honest m:ney,
at any rate .... (229)
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It would seem very clear that Ben's choice was to raise his
family in dire poverty or help himself to the squatters'

surplus.

And the

text

also tells us

that

if

the small

farmers had trouble making ends meet they could not rely on
a generous wage from the squatters when it came to earning
supplementary income.

Dick Marston sheds some more light

here on some of the reasons for stock being stolen from the
squatters:
"It is their fault alrrost as nuch as it is ours. But they
are too luy to look after their ot1t1 work and too miserable
to pay a good tran to do it for them. They just take a halt
and half sort of fellow that '11 take low wages and rrake it
up with duffing ••• (lOl)

And this is not Dick's perception alone.

At the trial of

Dick and Starlight over the Momberah cattle-dutfing affair
their

lawyer

provides

an

insight

into

the

more general

perception of the tension between the ruling and the working
classes in the rural areas and one consistent with the tenor
of the previous passages I have cited:
He blew Up all the squatters in a l}eneral way for taking all
the country, and not givin; the poor man a chance - for
neglectJ.ng their :imrense herds of cattle and suffering them
to roam all over the country, putting t«!i'tation in the way
of poor people and caming confusica and recklessness of all
ki..ts(l54).
To

my

mind

these

are

not

evidences

of

conservative valorisation of the hierarchical

the

novel's

as~endancy

of

the ruling classes - the squatters - over the working classes
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-

the small farmers - at all.

opposite.

In fact they are quite the

Hhen R.B. W'alker claims Boldrewood's citing of

protest, against the "sel fi:shness of property" as contributing

to the emergence of bushranging is "considerably more radical
than tho tenor of RQJ:!hen Un~ ... nil I believe he is

mistaken.

The "selfishnos!J of property" is acknowledged tas

a cause of bushran;il'l<J in the novel and the blame falls quite

clearly with the ruling class squatters and the Government

which protects them.
There is a conversation early in the novel between

Dick Harston and "the big squatter" Hr Falkland which brings

tho conflict between the ruling class and the working class
to the surface:
"Every one of you gentlemen wants to be a small God
Almi9hty" I said i.Irptdently. '"lou'd like to break us all in
and put us in yokes and bows, like a lot of working
bullocks."
"You mistake rre, mf boy, and all the rest of us who are
worth calling men, let alone gentlerren. We are your best
friends, ani would help you in every way i f you'd only let
us.''
"I don't see too rruch of tlat."
"Bec:J.use you often fight against your own gocd, We should
like to see you all have farms of your awn - to be well
taught and able to nake the best of your lives ..• "
"And suppose you had all this power ... don't you think
you'd knoW the way to Mep all the oood things for
yourselves? H&sn't it alwaya been so?"
"I see your argunent," he said, qUite quiet nnd
reascnable, just as if I hlld hem a swell like himself - that
was why he was unlike any other man I ever knew - "and it is
a perfectly fair way of putting it. But your class I think,
always rely upon there being enough ~ and wisdcm in
ours to prevent that state of thi.ngs, Unfortunately neither
side trusts the other enQU9h. 1Wi now the bell is going to
r~ 1 thi.nk."(79)

••
This oxcbange ends conveniently for Mr Falkland because be
hasn't answered Dick's argument, which he concedes is a valid
Indeed i t looks as though Falkland

one, at all convincingly.

has to be "saved by the bell" when the exchange reaches an
awkward

juncture.

Boldrewood would

probably

prefer the

reader to take the squatter's view, but be allows the working
man a voice and it is the voice of a class that fears and
resents

domination and

squatters.

ex~loitation

by the

ruling clasfl

Falkland admits the ruling classes have the power

to abuse their ascendancy but relies solely on an idealistic
vision

of

their

capacity

for

enlightened

compassion to counter Dick's argument.

thinking

and

I cannot see that

Falkland wins any decisive moral or intellectual victory here
and furthermore I would argue that there is somethino radical
about the very fact that a bushman's r&dical voice is heard and heard so respectfully - by a member of the ruling

cla~s

who is willing to speak to a bushman on more or less equal
terms.

But more significant perhaps,

between the

is the discrepancy

text's ample acknowledgment of the relatively

impoverished

lot of

the small

farmers and Hr Falkland's

advice to Dick that his class must rely on the rulin9 class'
"kindness

and

wisdom" to

extreme economic imbalance.

prevent

the

development

of

an

Like the claim he makes that

"the poor man .•. was the real rich man in Australia ... "(78),
it undermines the credibility of his position and fu:ther
subverts the ruling class - working class hierarchy.

The
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critic A.A. Phillips makes a qu.ite revealing comment with

respect to Dick's conversation with Mr Falkland:
Boldrewood alrrost seers to be SUCJ9esling that the rebellious
deroocratic demmds voiced by Dick, and his distrust of
gentry, are the natural preludes to a life of crin'e. The
writers of the ninetbes rrust have read this chapter with
scoffing disapproval.
This assessment has a paradoxically conservative bias.
believe

the

bushranging

text

does connect

but

given

that

democratic

the

attitudes

bushrangers

I

with

are

so

sympathetically depicted, and as such essentially decent men

in the novel, I cannot see why the writers of the nineties
Pould not have identified with characters who were, to some
extent, simply wielding the sword rather than the pen.
But there's another conversation early in the novel
which provides

an even clearer picture of

Dick Marston's

resentment of the injustice he perceives in the Australian
rural

socio-economic milieu.

dialogue

with

the

much

on

more

this occasion he

politically

is in

conservative,

acquiescent, and conformist small farmer George Storefield.
Boldrewood may have intended to represent George Storefield
as a small farming paragon - indeed he indoubtedly did - but
he succeeded more impressively nevertheless in cloaking him
with a less sympathetic quality, one Boldrewood himself later
actually

cited as

a

p·artial

cause of

bushranging

"the

dull nens of respectabi i. i ty. " 14 Their exchange cent res 1 argel y
on the

huge comparative advantage

enjoyed by the heavily
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capitalised squatters, particularly under adverse conditions
- in this
that

instanc~

when

trouble

the onset of a drought.
such

as

a

Dick protests

drought

strikes

the

squatters, they are able to ride out the difficulties because
they have financial reserves and are able to obtain credit while the small farmer is virtually ruined (76).

George more

or less concedes this point but explains that he is willing
to start from the bottom again when such calamities occur

(76}.

But Dick is not so docile and has some revolutionary

views:
"Oh! if you like to bow and scrape to rich people, well and
qocxi," I said: "but that's not my way, We have as good a
right to our share of the land and sane other good things as
tlwy have, and why should we be done out of it?"
Dick goes on to express his belief that people should all
share equally to an unimpressed George Storefield:
"(l)f a dry season canes and knocks all our work over, I
shall help nzyself to saneane's stuff that has rrore than he
knows what to do with" (76).

Dick does go on to engage in some illegal redistribution,
while honest George, toils

~way

in the background throughout

the novel, going on to bigger and better things all the while
- thereby proving that if small farmers
can

one day

Parliament.

expect
Or

at

tC' be exceedingly
least

apparently have us believe.

this

is

remain honest they
wealthy members of

what

Boldrewood

would
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But the
Storefield.

text itself i:; not entirely kind to Oeor9e

Veronica Brady, who emphasises Robbery Under

M!M,.' conservatism, claims that Boldrewood's "ideal man is

George

Storefield,

slow

and

plcddin~.

dedicated

to

the

pieties of property and a proper submission to the 3tatus
quo. " 15

With 11~ologi.es to Brady, I think this is a ola:!!.':lical

misreadinq of the novel.

I have no doubt Boldrewood wanted

storefiel d t.<l reinforce the hierarchic.'al

ascendancy of the

ruling claso by making it seen; possible .for the honest smell

farmer,

giv~n

the experience of

the eltemplary George,

to

actually move· up into its ranks - a radica1l concept itself in

a stJnse - but there are serious problems with his portrayal,
both in terms of his credibility as a small farming hero and
in his capad.ty to evoke admiration or sympathy.
At t.he beginning of the novel George is represented as
a patient

:~nd

industrious fellow

~ho

will ket!p assiduously to

honest toJ.l regardless of its meagre rewards and tedium.
thE"

Marst1ms

are

not

particularly

impressed,

as

ref 1 ects:
I al~ays had a great belief in George, though WI~ didn't get
or. over well, and often had fallings out. He was too steady
and hard working altogether for Jim and me, He worked all
day ·and every day and saved every penny he m11de ( 4 4) •

But
Dick
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Jim complains to him:
"Oh but you never see any life. ,.you're ju.!lt like an old
working bullock that walks up to the yoke in the morning and
never stops hauling till he's let go at night. This is n
f~:ee country, and I dcn't think a fellow was born for that
kind of thing and nothit\9 else"( H) .

The word "free" recurs throughout Robbery Under Arm5 and in
many ways bushranging is effectively represented as a heroic

quest for freedom in the novel.
freedom

and

adventure,

are

The Marstons, as heroes of

rendered

a

good

deal

more

attractive than George storefield, the hero of drudgery and
conformity.
to

outlaw

destroying

In other words, by making the Marstons' taking
life seem like
life

as small

an heroic
farmers,

escape from a

soul-

the text leaves George

Storefield looking relatively dull and uninteresting indeed.
As a consequence he is ineffectual - indeed counterproductive
- as a device for valorising the

~tatus

quo.

And there is no

doubt that small farming is generelly pr@sented as a life of
drudgery

and

a

kind

of

entrapment.

Hhen

Dick

is

contemplating the opportunities for new experiences which
will be

op~ned

cattle-duffing

up by his participation in the 9reat Momberah
feat

he reflects:

"Hhat

a

pal try

thing

working tor a pound a week seemed when a rise like this was
to be made!" (102).

Dick also remarks on the dull, limiting

and confining nature of their impoverished hush existl3nce
when he sees the city for the first time:

"Don't it seem as

if one was shut up in the bush, or tied to a gum tree, so one
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can never have a chance to see anything?," and later:

"I was

never tired of watching, and wondering and thinking wha.t a
li tt 1 e bit of

a

shabby world chaps

like us

never se!!n anything but a slab hut ... " (115).

lived in that
Dick and his

friends are not so mucn criminals as champ1ons of excitement,
freedom and the joy of living and he characterises their type

thus:
They rrwt have life and liberty and free range. There's sare
birds ... that either pine in a cage or kill themselves, and
I suppose it's the sarrc with saoo men. They can't stand the
cage of what's called honest labour, which means working for
sareooe else for twenty or thirty years, never having a day
to yourself, or doing anything you like, and saving up a
trifle for your old age when you can't enjoy it (83).

If this is the small farming experience, it is difficult to
blam<a men like Dick and Jim for wanting to escape from it,
and thus, in a subtle way, our sympathy is built up for the
small

farmers

and

labourers ove;:

the squatters,

and

the

bushran9ers over the Government,
Boldrewood
a~~urate

l\rm:J:

1

claimed

to

have

produced

a

reasonably

picture of Auotralian colonial life in Robbe!:LUJlder

"'nd in respect of his 3cknowledgment of the hardships

and dep,·;·,·.,t,-·.-. ... that many small farme1:s endured in colonial
times, his te..,;, is bstorically souno.. 11
distortion of hiutory in

~'!Q]JJ;t~Y

But if ther.-e is one

Under Arms which Boldrewood

does attempt to propagate through the example of the Marstons
and Oeor.-ge Storefield, it is that poor.- selectors ended up
poor because they were dishonest, whereas in fact - as the
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broader sweep of the text much more effectively convinces us

- a great many of them ended up dishonest because they were
poor. U

This is a good example of a textual contradiction

showing up a flaw in Buldrewood's Establishment ideology.
face

value

appears

it

as

though

George

At

Storefield's

experience proves that honest industry will allow the small
ii!rmer to gradually become prosperous - in other words it

appears that George is a model small farmer.

But in trying

to defend the status quo in this fashion Boldrewood overplays
his

George's

hand.

riso

is

much

too

meteoric.

The

blossoming of his fortunes is primarily due to his shrewd

exploitation of new markets opened up by the goldrushes and
not decades

of painstaking toil at all.

success for "the

great contractor:" (240) George storefield,

is a very early

escape from small farminy.
Ben Marston and Dan Horan are the only bushrangers who
could

be

described

as

brutal,

sympathetically depicted in any case.
their
abuse

.~riminal

at

the

and

the

Both also attribute

life, or at least its serious
hands

of

the

former

Government

beginnin~;~s,

while

to

prisoners

(362, 306) so there is a sense in which the Oovermil•nt is
simply reaping what it sowed with respect to these two very
violent outlaws at

least.

But the other bushrangers are

represented, in most respects, as decent men.
Dick's statement:

Indeed witness

(M]en like us are only half-and-half bad,

like a good many more in this world ... " (248)- which more or
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less dispels any suggestion that
"naturally vicious."
outlaw

life seem to

they mi9ht be considered

Starlight's motives

for

revolve chiefly around

leadin9 an
a

quest

for

advt!nture but his actions - as opposed to his attitudes have, as I will argue, a rather subversive quality which the
novel

effectively

aspect of

EQP~

celebrates.
Under

AI;'JIL~

Not

the

least

Bubversive

is its reluctance to treat its

outlaws as incorrigible scoundrels.

An unintentionally

radical

aspect of

I\.obben uneer

b.;:.nls. is its unequivocal valonsJ.tion of the egalitarianism of
the goldfields.
effectiv~iy

life

they

The H;,.rstons' goldfields' e,.;perience also

sets into relief l:hos.a aspects of small farming

find

conditions

intolerabl~

which

prevail

because the opportunities and
on

the

goldfieicl~

erase

any

temptation tor them to engage in criminal activities (237).
It is their first opportunity to derive a satisfying return
from honest work, they are not 1mder the defacto rula of the
squatters, society is mora or less egalitarian. poverty is
rare,

the

social

environment is

stimulating,

and law and

order is maintained laroely by the diggers themselves.

But

what must be stressed is that this is the Marstons' ideal
society -

a

fully functioning Utopia in which social

economic hierarchies have been all but eliminated:

and
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They were all

ali~e

for a bit, all pretty rich; none poor,

or likely to be; all workers and canrades; nobody wearing
rruch bettet." clothes or trying to nnke out he was higher than
anybody else ••• It was a grand tirre - better than ever was in
our country before or since. Jim and I always said we felt
better men while the flash tirre lasted, and hadn't a thought
of harm or evil ebout us ( 237).
In this place of "hard work, high pay" (225), and mateship
"good friends that would stick to a man back and edg"e" (255),
the police presence seems barely necessary- "the miners were
their

own

police

mostly"

Government's servants
privilege

of

a

{228),

may not be

ruling

class

in

But

although

the

required to protect the
goldfields

society,

the

Government

or

enforcement

is the subject of one of the very few aspects

at

least

one

of

its

policies

and

of the diggings that Dick Muston finds disquieting:
I didn't

its

"Whlh

like eo much was the hunting about of the poor

devils that had not qot what they called a licence ... " (213),
claiming:

"We could see 1t would make bad blood one day ... "
an

( 213)

obvious

reference

to

Eureka.

All

this

is

perfectly consistent with democratic nineties radicalism and
one can only say that if a community is represented as ideal

in

large

measure

because

stratification then that

it

has

representation

no

hierarchical

effectively calls

into question the hierarchical structures of society as a
whole.
In many ways RQ)Jbery Under Arms is a picaresque novel
and like most picaresque novels it effectively plays on the
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reader's relish

of

the violation

of established norms of

conduct prescribed and enforced by the Governrnent and the
ruling

Daniel

classes.

Defoe

was

fully

aware

of

the

subversive implications of ~oll Flanders 11 and this explains
his

quite

implausibla attempt

characterise

his

text

as

in

"a

the novel's

work

from

preface

every

part

to
of

which., .some just and religious inference is drawn, by which
the

will

reader

have

something

of

instruction ... " 20

Boldrewood was criticized while writing B_qbbery Qnder Arms21

and afterwards 21 for making bushrangers seem like heroes and
he defended himself with an explanation somewhat reminiscent
of

Defoc's. 21

audience,

But Boldrewood was

for

writing for

reasons 14

comm"rcial

and

a populist

whether

he

was

conscious of it or not, the anti-authoritarian aspects of the
novel,

and

independence
inspiring,

the

vicarious

sense

and mischievous
have,

in

my

of

individual

amu:sement

view,

ensured

it

is

its

freedom,

capable of
"continuing

success."H
The most enthralling aspect of RobberY Under Arms indeed it is integral to the dramatic tension of the entire
novel - is the way in which Boldrewood allows his likeable
bushranqers and their helpers to get the better of the ruling
classes -

the squatters mainly -

and the Government

- as

represented by the pol ice - on so many occasions and in such
amus1ngly impudent fashion.

Desmond Byrne overstates his
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case somewhat here but he is correct in emphasising the place

of impudent humour in

RoRb~~der

Arms:

cattle stealirq and hi¢lway robbery as supervised by
Starlight are allowable, and even rreritorious, in so far as
they afford him opportunities to practice scroo facetious
decep~i~ on the police.
SUch raids are not crilres, but
caredies. 6
Indeed,

the

bushranger.a

humiliate

the

police

and

other

Government officials at every opportunity, and although the
impetus for their doing so is never really articulated, it
conforms

to

a strong motif in

the novel

centring

on the

heroic appeal of their independent, freedom-loving defiance

of constraining Government and ruling class authority.
But there is an inconsistency in
between

the

bushrangers'

Bobbe~Und~~_ll~

subversive actions

in

making

a

mockery of the authority and efficiency of the police, and
their

at

times

strangely

polite,

respectful,

and almost

amicable disposition towards the Government's servants.
at one point reflects:

Dick

"I've no call to have any bad feeling

against the police, and I don't think most men of my sort
have" (145).

Once again this is an inconsistency deriving

from a historical distortion on Boldrewood's part.

In short,

Boldrewood embellishes the historical truth about the popular
image

of

the

pol ice during

a

generally held in high esteem.ll

period

when they

were not

I have already pointed out

thnt Boldrewood drew very heavily upon history for

~QPbe~

Under Arms I! and R. B. Walker, among others, relates many of
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the attributes and exploits of the Marston gang to those of

Frank Gardiner, Ben Hall and their accomplices. who operated
at a time

roughly contemporaneous with the novel's setting.lt

Walker writes thus of Boldrewood's portrayal of the police in

ill a bad light and largely conceals the public contempt in
which

the

troopers

fell

in Ben Hall's

days." 30

But

the

problem Boldrewood faced in borrowing heavily from newspaper
reportsll and the 1 ike for his novel was that he was drr:.wing
in large measure upon

the exploits

police and thought them fools. 12
Gardiner,

of men who

hated the

If we take Ben Hall, Frank

and John Gilbert as an example,

the image they

wanted to project through their escapades is instructive:
All three encouraged the picture of thernsel ves as heroes of
the people, as avengers of the poor and robbers of the rich,
as men who were going to take the mighty down fran their
seat, send the ifch E!l'fllty away and hold the police up to
public ridicule.
This

latter

intention

to

"hold

the police

up

to public

ridicule" driven as it is by a purpot·ted radical agenda is
very pertinent to Robbery Under Arms because the novel omits
explicit

reference

to

the

agenda

and

only

record!!

the

bushrangers' actions and their consequences. The police are
rendered "a laughing stock"H and publicly ridiculed both by
the bushrangers'

stunts themselves,

"quoted" (359,362) in the novel.

and by

the newspapers

The fact that Boldrewood

did not want to connect these outcomes with radical motives
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does not prevent the Government-outlawry hierarchy from being

subverted in the narrative and the reader whose sympathies
are with the Govet"nment is definitely reading against the
qrain.

one might

add

that

the

bushrangers'

occasional

evidences of an amicable disposition towards the police sit
rather oddly with the outlaws'

remarkably casual attitude

towards firing upon them.
But there

is another aspect

of Robbery UnP..!'r Arms

which shifts our sympathies more towards the outlaws than the
Government - and it is a very important one.

At several

points in the novel, the "wanted" Marston brothers have both

the desire and the opportunity to keep to honest work, but on
each

occasion

the

Government's

relent less

desire

to

discipline and punish those who dare to defy its authority
prevents them from doing so.

It sets the Government in the

role of a obdurate and vengeful oppressor,unconcerned about
generating even more violence in order to crush its enemius.
Sitting in prison at the end of his bushranging career, Dick
Harston is still bitter about being denied the opportunity to
work honestly on the goldfields as he recalls their plans to
rob the gold escort:
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A desperate chance; but we were desperate men. We had tried
to work hard and honest. We had done so for the best part
of a year ... And yet we were not let stay right when we asked
for nothing but to be let alone and live out the rest of our
lives like rren.
'l'hey uouldn't have us that way, and now they rwst take us
across the grain and see what they would gain by that.
(27B).

And even starlight effectively blames the Government for the
stil~

violence which is

to come:

"Society should make a

truce occasionally, or proclaim an amnesty with offendors of
our

It

stamp.

would

~ay

better

than

driving

us

to

desperation" (273).

This

sombre

more

and

serious

reflection

is

complemented by much comically subversive narrative wherein
the outlaws temporarily assume the role of upright citizens
and the police
strong

art~

made to appear

cnrniv~lesque

ludicrous.

There is a

quality about these role inversions and

there are effective power inversions also when the hunted men
are able to defy and manipulate the police so easily.

The

whole effect is to enhance our sympathies for the outlaws.
Displaying a theatrical, almost joking style the bushrangers
often

assume

the

guise

of

"respectable

hierarchical! y "superior" to themselves -

citizens"

frustrating the

police with their audacity, impertinent humour and creative
f 1air.

Starlight,

different roles.

(217)

we have

seen,

plays

a

number

of

Dick and Jim pose as "up-country squatters"

(116) in Melbourne.
squatter"

as

for

Ben is "dressed up as a back-country
the

Ballibri

bank

robbery.

Jim
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impersonates Joe Horton and escapes to Melbourne as "the Rev.
Mr Watson's coachman" (332).

mining shares

Dick becomes "a speculator in

from Melbourne"

(337)

for

the Grand Turon

Handicap.
We >1l.oo see carnivalesque inversion when H.e outlaws
lock the policeman in "the logs" (219) at Ballibri and wear
partial police uniform (219).

Government-outlawry,

and

We see the Australian-English,

class-working

Ruling

class

hierarchies subverted when Billy the Boy and Warrigal lure
Sir Ferdinand Horringer, Inspector of Police, away from the
IJOldfields during the Grand Turon Handicap (339) with a false

alarm.

Billy the semi-literate Australian "native" youth,

mortifies Sir Ferdinand Morringer,

authority

and

sophistication

a baronet, mocking his

with

an

orthographically

unorthodox but nonetheless bitingly sarcastic message:
If Sir Ferdinand rrakes haist heel be ln time to see
Starlite's Ranboe win the handycap. Billy the Boy (356).

As

the

Government's

senior

police

representative,

Ferdinand is the main butt of the outlaws' humour.

Sir

Even the

lowly Warrigal is said to do an excellent imitation of him
(271).

Sta!:ligbt is inti·oduced to Sir Ferdinand while he is

in disguise on the goldfields, and much later he places an
advertisement

in several

newspapers

requesting

that

all

accounts against the Harston gang be "addres!led to the care
of

Sir

Ferdinand

Horringer,

whose

receipt

will

be

a

81
sufficient dischaa:-ge" (400},
the

~;Joldfields

When Dick Marston arrives on

for the Grand Turon Handicap, Morringer has -

unknown to Dick -been drawn away by his companion's trickery
and he recalls:
swelling about

I was wondering why Sir Ferdinand wasn't
bowing to all the ladies,

thoroughbred of

and making

his arch his neck ... " (339).

that

The avera 11

impression created is that Sir Ferdinand is something of an
ineffectual fop and afta-r he has easily eluded thlf Inspector
at

the

race,

remarks:

Starlight

admits

his

oun

recklessness

and

"What a muff Sir Ferdinand must be, he's missed me

twice elr:-eady" (357).
are rare ...

Deprecatory comments about the police

Robbery Under Arms so i t is worth noting this

archaism's application to its senior representative in the
novel refers to "one who is awkward at games or sports, or
who is effeminate, dull or stupid."l5
Critics

who see no comparison between the te11or of

F;obbet"Y Under Arms and the radicalism of the nineties might
be

surprised

to

learn

that

the

Bulletin

granted

very

favourable reviews to Dampier and Walch's play BB.Qbery Under
Arms 36 which was adapted from the novel - largely because of
the bushranqers' frequent victories over the police!

This

passaqe comes from the theatre pages of the Bulletin of March

a,

1890:
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Robbery Under ru:ms .•• is likely to fill the Melbourne
I!.lexandra with a stUpendous shout until further notice. The
plot of the novel has b€.-en followed in nost respects which
entail the tritiTPh of virtuous bushran9ing over a despicable
police system, and th.a curtain rro!ltly descends upon an
exhilarating spectaclfl of heroic cattle-lifters giving their
natural enemies fits .
•• •
•
Although I would admit the play is slightly more radical than

the novel, I would argue this is due mainly to the fact that
the

play

simply highlights

aspects of the novel most
Richard

audience.

audience for

and mildly

accentuates

likely to appeal

Fotheringham describes

those

to a populist
the

Melbourne

whom the play held the greatest appeal thus:

"young, working-class, predominantly male, with a significant
proportion

of Celtic

nationalistic

descendants and

tendencies. ,JS

I would

strong

larrikin and

submit that RobberY

Under Arms 19 impressed such an audience not just because of
its lively action, but because of its entertaining subversion
of hierarchies they, as Australian working class larrikins,
were thoroughly familiar with:

Engli.o;.h-Austral ian, Ruling

class-working class, and Government-outlawry.
I

turn

now

to

the

relationships

between

the

bushrangers themselves and their implications for the ruling
;::lass-working class hiera:rchy and to some extent also, the
English-Australian hierarchy.
English

gentleman,

would

At faGe value Stadight, as an
seem

to

hold

an

automatic

ascendancy, but his relationship with the Marstons changes as
the narrative

progre~·ses.

Early

in the novel

Boldrewood
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endeavours to establish Starliqht's "natural" ascendancy in
the gang's hierarchy with lines

~uch

as the following -in

which the English gentleman responds to criticism

h"oli~

Ben

Harston:
I'm the superior officer in this ship's cmpany - you know
that well - your business is to obey ma, and taka secmd
place." Father growled out sarethlng, but did not offer to
deny it. We could see pht.inly that the stranger was or r.<:m
been above our rank , .. ( 6 8 ) ,

But Ben's attitude changes about half way through the novel
when he informs Starlight and his sons:
a wood-and water Joey, I

can tell

"I'm not going to be

ye, not

for you nor no

other men" {223) and furthermore tells Stadight:
have my turn at

"I look to

steering this here ship, or else the crew

better go ashore for good" (224).

In any case,

Dick has

already subverted the class hierarchy and characterised the
relationship more appropriately before the "superior officer"
(68)

metaphor

father's
term

is

appears by

referring

"wonderful mate"
quite

(64).

applicable

to

to

Starlight

In fact
the

as

his

this egalitaricm

relationship

between

Starlight and all the Harston men for the rest of the novel.
Although

the

starlight does
Marstons.

newspaper
not by and

reports

give

him

top

billino.

large put himself ahead of the

He habitually refers to Ben Harston as "governor"

and late in the novel when Starlight places advertisements in
the newspaper to taunt and mislead the police, he refers to
the gang as "The Messrs. Marston Brothers and Co." ( 400) and
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concludes his message:
When the Marston gang

"For

the Firm, Starlight" (400).

join up with the other bushrangers,

Starlight does become the "captain" (280) but only through
being democratically elected

(281).

But perhaps

the best

evidt.'nce of Starlight's non-hierarchical relationship with
the Marstons is presented when Starlight, English gentleman
and "superior officer" (68), goes to ex-convict Ben Harston
to ask his permission to marry his daughter Aileen - a "poor
iQnorant" (328) Australian "native" peasant.
Probo.bly the most marring and consistently reactionary
aspect of Robbeu Under Armeo is the portrayal of Warrigal the
"half caste" (52).

One of the more extreme examples of the

kind of racism which Boldrewood purveys in the novel is seen
in this exchange between Ben Harston and Starlight:
"It's been lonescrne work - nobo:ly but rre and Jim and
Warrigal, thats like a bear with a sore head half his time.
I'd a mind to roll into him once or twice, and I should too,
ooly for his being your property like."
"Thank you, Ben, I'll knock his head off myself as soon as
we get settled a bit. Warrigal's not a bad boy, bit a good
deal like a Rocky Mountain nule: he's no goOO. unless he's
knocked down about once a mouth or so, only he doesn't like
anyone but rre to do it"( 17 7) .
In

essence,

classical

such

a

imperialist

passage
vision

bears
of

relative to the English gentleman.

the

the

hallmark

black

man's

of

the
place

Certainly Warrigal seems

excessively devoted to Starlight- indeed the relationship is
reminiscent of that between a dog and its master.

sut there

are sJme qualifications which ought to be considered before
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interpreting

this as an attempt

racial dispcsition.

Given that

to represent a "natural"
I am arguing that Robbery

Under Arms is, in many ways, as radical in tenor as much of
the I iterature of the nineties it is wot"th observing that the
novel's racism is, in fact, no more virulent than that whh:h
also pervaded the much-vaunted "democratic", nationalistic
wei ting

of

that decade.

Lawson's heroes

were not above

"stoushin a bleedin' Chow" 10 and the Bulletin's racism was

nothing short of fanatical.
I would not attempt to argue that the l\nglo-Celtic
versus Aboriginal opposition in Robbery Under Arms shows a

radical subversion of the white ascendancy but I would argue
that the hierarchy is not as extreme as it at first seems.

For one thing although r have characterised the opposition as
Anglo-Celtic versus Aboriginal, it is actuslly a mistake to
assume the unsympathetically depicted Warrigal is presented
in the text as being a "typical" Aborigine- or "half-c&ste"
for

that matter.

Warrigal:

"He knew all

many of ours.
fishing and

Dick Harston comments

with respect to

the black's ways as well as a good

The worst of him was that, except in hunting,
riding,

he'd picked up the wrong end

habits of both sides" (197).

of the

The clear implication is that

there is a much better side to Aborigines in !Jenera! - which
Warrigal lacks - and that some of his worst "habits" derive
from Anglo-Celtic culture in any case.

Starlight does not

attribute Warrigal 's dog-like devotion to any appropriate
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recognition of his own innate superiority but more to a form
of idiosyncratic neurosis:
I suppose.

"It's his peculiar form of mania,

We all suffer from some madness or other" (270).

In the serial version of the novel Harrigal'!' devotion is
explained by the fact that Starlight had once saved his lifeU
but this omission, along with a good deal of other material,

from the book leaves Harrigal's servitude looking racially
determined and very undignified.
There is one broad statement regarding Aborigines in
general in the novel and it is made by Dick Harston as he
recall~

the hugo quantities of easily accessible gold that

were available at the beginning of the goldrushes:
It licked me to think it had been hid away all the t:iroo, and
not even the blacks found out. I believe our blacks are the
stupidist, laziest beggars in the whole world" (213).
It is hardly a serious assessment and I suspect Boldrewood
wa:5 engaging in some rare light mockery of his narrator's
naivety.

Starlight does once

refer to Warrigal 's "semi-

barbaric head" (270) but by and ll•rge he is not represented
as being stupid or lazy - "H11 was one of those chaps that
always does what they're told

~ncl

never comes b&ck and says

they can't do it, or they've lost their horse, or can't find
the way, or they'd changed their !Rind, or something" (313).
He is more or less acknowledged, also, as the most skilled
bushman of the gang - no small accolade in the context of the
novel.

But what Boldrewood does apparently endeavour

to
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represent him as being, however, is "fly" (94), treacherous,
and

"revengeful"

effort

However

{396),

to attribute a

what appears

treacherous

uature -

to be his

and

hence

a

hierarchically "infet'ior" nature- to Harrigal is seriously

flawed.
never

For one thing his absolute loyalty to Starlight is
questioned

highlighted

and never

the

most

abandoned.

hierarchical I y

AI though
extrema

I

havl'!!

aspects

of

Starlight's relationship with Warrigal this is not the whole
story,

When

the proceeds

of

the Momberah cattle-duffing

adventure are divirled up Warrigal receives the same share as

the others, including Starlight ( 109).

Indeed throuqhout the

narrative there is no suggestior. that warrigal receives any
less a share

than the "superior" Anglo-Celtic Marstons in

terms Qf "wages."

In other words warrigal fares quite well

under Starlight's patronage in material terms and one can
also say Starlight is the only character in
exhibit the slightest positive regard for him.

the novel

to

The salient

point to be made here is that the Marstons regard him as an
enemy from the time of

their very first acquaintance (94).

Ben Marston doesn't want him included in the gang (62) while
Dick and Jim develop an insl.:ant and irrational aversion to
him:

"we couldn't say what grounds we had for hating the

sight of Warrigal neither ... " (94).
cannot

really

be

said

antagonistic Marstons bond

of

trust

to

to

Consequently, warrigal

"betray"

the

aggressively

they are never d).sposed to all ow a

develop

in

the

first

place.

If

a

BB
"treacherous" nature is intended to demonstrate Warrigal 's
inferiority to his Anglo-Celtic "friends-cum-enemies," it iB

an inherently faulty - and false - demonstration.
One of the subtly subversive aspects of Robbery Under
~

is the bushrangers' relationship with the ordinary bush

community.

It is implicitly conveyed throughout the novel

that the working class bush people are by and large neutral

if not broadly sympathetic towards the

bu~hrangers

in their

targeting of the country gentlemen and in their struggles to
avoid the Government,

And while this reluctance to assist

the police on the part of a great many
people

is

effectively

acknowledged in

ordinary country

the

fabric

of

the

entire novel, it is not subject to any substantial degree of
condemnation.

Dick's disposition towards the poorer country

people who assist the bushrangers in various ways and who do
not

co-operate with the

police is,

as one would expect,

entirely sympathetic:
No one wonders at the Barnes's, or little fanrers or the very
small sort of settlers, people with one flock of sheep ot· a
few cows, doing this sort of thing; they have a lot to lose
and nothing to get if they gain ill-will ( 292).
When Dick claims they have "a lot to lose" the inference is
that they may be subject to retaliation and while this is
theoretically true, the other side of the equation "nothing
to get", is just as significant.
that

bushranging

i~

It conveys the impressio:-rn

fundamentally

a

ruling

class

and
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Government problem and the working class are the outlaws'

natural allien.
their

families

Not only do the bushrangers come from among
and

friends,

and

- with

the exception of

Starlight - from their class, but it is also made clear in

the narrative that for helping the outlaws they are generally
materially rewarded for their efforts (291).

On the other

hand, they would appear to derive no particular benefit from

the bushrangers' apprehension for the simple reason that, by
and

large,

unmolested.

the

outlaws

are

predisposed

to

leave

them

There is not the slightest suggestion in the

entire narrative that any of the bushrangcrs would set out to

rob a small farmer or a labourer.

In fact the outlaws are

imbued with a "Robin Hood" quality

robbing from the rich to

give to the poor - both in their payment of bush telegraphs
and harbourers and in their focus on the wealthy.
occasion of the gang'g first
true Robin Hood fashion,

coach robbery,

On the

starlight, in

takes a very expensive gold watch

from the pompous "Mrs Buxter

of Bobbrawobbra"

( 204),

Lu!:.

actually m."lkes a dortation to the timid young Hiss Elmsdale
who is on her way to "take up a position" (204) and has only
an

old watch and a

few pounds

to her

name (204).

Dick

Harston retains a peculiar admiration for "gentlemen" but it
is rendered somewhat problematic by the gang's preference for
wealthy

victims.

generally

like

At
the

one

point

country

Dick

claims

gentlemen

who

bushrangers
offer

some

resistance more than those who co-operate out of cowardice
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But it is a dubious honour.

(293),

The outlaW9 might "like"

Mr Knightley, for example, but to puni:;h him for "going out
of his line" (364) - assuming the role of a policeman - they
shoot up his house, hold him to ransom, and take £500 from

him.

Building our perception of - and sympathy with - the

bushrangers as being allied with the poorer worki:ng class

bush community is this implicit expectation that resistance

will only - and should only - come from the ruling classes
and the Government.
In fact the novel conveys the impression that petty
crime at least is quite endemic among the poorer classes in
If Robbery Under Arms '.fas a conservative novel,

the bush.

like

Geoffu

Hamlyn,

condemnation.
disapproval

But

this
in

would

R!:lbberv

is expressed

is

be

"- subject

Under

Arms

of

what

pious
1 itt 1 e

thoroughly undermined by the

novel's overall preference for a humorous approach to these
matters.

After

the judge's solemnly threatening and then

congratulatory addresses

to the

jury at Nomah,

there is a

daliberately comic aspect to Dick's offhand remark:

"(We

heard later that they were six to six and then agreed to toss
up

how the

anything,

v~rdict

was

to go)"

(158),

And the novel,

if

tends to make a joke of "righteous outrage" - as

does the young bush larrikin Billy the Boy on this occasion:
"You tellers don't think you're going on forever and ever,
keepin' the count1·y in a state of terrorism, as the pape:::-s
say. No Dick, it's \o.'Tong and wicked ;mel. sinful. You'll have
to lmock under and give us young uns a chance" ( 264).
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This effective

dev~luing

of law and order - what amounts to

the privileging of its humorous subversion-is seen in the
subversion of another hierarchy in the nov·el:

male versus

female.

Robbery Under A1;ms is in many ways a mal a-oriented and

male-dominated novel.

But it is not wholly so and there are

a number of comic episodes in the narrative whereby women
have the advantage over

ma~e

them seem rather foolish.

Government officers and make

Billy the Boy's account of his

mother's handling of the plain-clothed police looking for
Dick and Starlight after they've escaped from Berrima jail is
one example:

"Mother got

em to stay, and began to tal 'It

quite innocent-like of the bad characters in the country,
Ha!

Ha!

It was as

good as a play" (183).

When Sergeant

Goring visits the Barnes' place hoping tc get information
about the bushrangers, the women are too clever for him:
''We told him a lot of things," !lays the girl; "but I'm a
feared none of 'an true. He didn't get rruch out of us, nor
wouldn't if he was to ccrne for a week."
"I expect not," says Jim; "you girls are suart enough.
There's no rran in the police or out that'll take ITJJch change
out of you" (209).
On

another occasion

the

women

tell

the bushrangers

recent conversation about the Ballabri bank robbery:

of a
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"The police Magistrate was here tonight. You should have
heard Bella talking so nice and proper to him about it."
"Yes, and you said they'd all be caught and hanged," said
Bella; "that it was set tin' such a bad exarrple to the young
rren of the colony.
Hy word it was as good as a play"
(225).

Bella and Maddie also tell the bushrangers of a meeting with
Sir Ferdinand Horringer who has come asking questions about
the wanted men (226),

Bella explains ironically:

"Maddie

says she'll send him word if ever she knows of their being
about" (226).

Even Aileen Mat"ston and Gracie Storefield, two

of the more conventionally submissive female figures in the
novel, engage in a battle of wits with Sir Ferdinand when he
a-~.~t

visits the:m - and he is unable to win (388).

Bella and

Maddie Barnes are the most adventurous women and the most
credible as characters.
hierao:-chy at

<>.11

There is no sense of male-female

in Boldrewood's

portrayal of the Barnes

sisters and whereas nineties radicalism presented "mateship"
as an

exclusively male preserve,

in this

resiJect Robbery

Under At'ms is remarkably pt"ogressive in that the relationship
between

the

bushrangers

semblance to
mal e-ternal e

and

the

Barnes

completely

mutually

perfectly

even

loyal,

terms.

They
and
As

share

risks

relate
very

has

every

characterised by a

-ii\deed effectively is
"mateship."

women

to

equally,
each

favourably

other

are
on

depicted

representatives of the less than law-abiding working class
bush community, the Barnes sisters help draw our sympathies
towa;:-ds that

clas~

and its culture of illegal practices, such
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that theit defiance of ruling class privilege and Government
authority takes on a legitimacy which subverts the apparent
vall'",tisation of conservative hierarchies evident in othet
as~ects

of the novel.

The closing chapters of RobberY Under Arms see Dick

Marston being punished for his deeds - the other members of
the gang all being dead largely

through

Storefield,

It

the
is

and then being relea!>ed early,

efforts
a

of

curious

Mr

fact

Falkland
that

and

George

although George

St.orefield is represented in the narrative as an exemplary

and unimpenchab:y honest man, he also has some dealings with
the btshrangers which are not in keeping with either the
letter or the spirit of the law,

Late in the novel, Dick

Marston and Starlight accidentally "stick up" (379) George
Storefield, who by then owns "half-a-dozen stations" (379),
thinking

he is

just another

wealthy squatter

(379),

He

considers this an excellent "joke" (379) and remarks:

"It

isn't often that a man gets stuck up by is friends like this"
(379).

And if

this

remarkably sanguine

attitude is not

enouqh to call into question the extent of George's publ:l.c
spirited desire to see the criminals brought to justice,he
then

-

quite

illegally

offers

Starliqht

and

Dick

the

oppot"tuni ty to run one of his more remote stations, remarking
"[T]here's

a

fortune

in

it''

(380),

and

furthermore

telling them: "I'll send you some cattle to start you on a
run after a bit" (3CO),

As i t turns out Dick works his way
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towards Queensland in George

Sto~efield's

employ

a~d

it is

quite clear George is fully aware that Dick will be meeting

up with his bushranger companions in an

att~mpt

tn leave the

country- indeed the scheme is partly his idea (380).
a paragon

like George Storefield being

involved

With

in such

obviously illegal actions and not being subject to any note
of censure in the narrative, we see yet an.::.ther way in which

notions of the rule of law -and thus Government authorityare subtly undermined in the novel.
to use George Storefield as proof

If Boldrewood intended
of the rewards

of the

straight and narrow path, the effect is somewhat diminished
by this curious deviatitn - though of course in the context
of the novel. it actually helps make him a more sympathetic
figure.
The word "free" - ":O:ree-free-freel

What a blessed

word it is!" (427) - recurs O:hroughout Robbery Under Arms and
prison is very nearly the

ulrim~te
"l~.fe

Dick Harston who loves

penalty for a bushman like

and liberty and free range"

(83), "the free bush breez!j" (170) and the "free bush life"
( 350).

In fact his love of

rather heroic figure.

freedom makes Dick Marston a

The prison, standing against Dick's

defiant energy, is represcntfld as a place designed to crush
the

spirit

of

men

lik£•

constrnining status quo.

him

who

dare

to

chco.llenge

a

When he recalls that late in his

sentence the Minister had taken the vit>w that "the steel had
been pre. tty well taken ouc of me .. ," (426) and that "I wasn't
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likely to trouble the Government aqain" (426),
"man of steel" simply adds:

the former

"And he wa.s right" (426).

But

not entirely so, for soon after Dick claims th3.t if. he'd na.t

got his three year

re~ission

- which "some of the Parliament

men and them sort of chaps in the country that never forgives
anybody, .. "

(426) oppose vehemently- "I r'aly do bolieve

aomethinq of dad's old savage blood would have come upper-

most in me, and I'd have turneo reckless and revengeful like
to my life's end" (426).
3nn~

In Robbery Under

as a whole, any attempt to evoke

sympathy for the Government is greatly undermined by the fact
that

Government's

authority

is

ultimately

so

closely

identified with the prison - an institution opposed entirely
to the exuberance and adventure of the tale.

It would be

misleading to deem the prison the central loci!> lion in Robbe.u
~~

but

it

should

entirety of Dick's tale

i~

awaiting execution (415).

be

remembered

that

almost

the

told as he sits in a prison cell
Indeed throughout the narrative,

the prison always looms large as the Government's prin::ipal
deterrent - short of death - standing against the unlawful
freedoms

the outlaws

boldly wrest

Harston,

the Australi'ln "native"

for

themselves.

bu.-:~hm:!ln

Dick

o.ho at first

is

endemvouring to free himself from the- soul-destroying "cage
of

what's

called honest

labour"

(83}

becomes,

like

his

companions, a fugitive trying to remain free of the ••cage"
called Her Majesty's prison.
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As Boldrewood prob.ably intended, there is an air of

pathos about a man like Dick Harston being proud of mats he
han made in prison
achievement

is

(426} and

one

th"

tact that

presenting

an

image

his crowning
of

Rainbow,

etarlight' s horse, serves as an indication of hils enduring

emotional

attach~9nt

to his former lite.

As.Oick is finally

about to leave prison he suddenly becomes aware of the extent

to which he has aged and deteriorated physically since the
beoinninq of his sentence whetl, he looks intc a mirror:
I regular started baclt. I didn't know reyself. I ccr.e in a
big, stout, brown-haired chap, full of life, and ab'e to jlm'P
over a dra~· and bullOCJtS almost ...
And how was I ,going aut7 A man with a set kind of face,
neither one thinq nor the other, as i f he couldn't be glad
or sorry, with a fixed staring look about the eyP.s, a halfyeltowish skin, with a lot of wrinkles in it, particularly
abcr.tt the eyes ard !Jr61 hnir. Big streaks of gre!' in tbfl
hair of the head and as for t1'IY beard it was white- white,
I looked like an old rran and walked like c:ae. What was the
use of tTIY going out at all? (429).
It is probable that Boldrewood partly intended tt,:i.s image to
be cautionary- a frightening portrait of a broken man justly
dealt with by the invincible might of responsible Government.
But it is at least possible that
else admired his bush'.llan

Boldr~wood

narrator

- did

- who if nothing
to

intend the quite opposite anti-authoritarian
actually

created.

Early

respect to

free spirits

birds,

animals

and

themselves in

111.

too,

in

tho novel

auch as
that

either

~ffect

Dick

his own:
pine

some e:o=tent,
which is

remarks with
"There's some

or eh:e

kill

cage and I suppose it's the same way with
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somfl men"(S3)(ScefllPut simply, we dr,rivll from [lick Marston's
~tate,

pathetic

havinq

justic~

not so much a aatisfying feeling of

as a very strong impression of there having

be~n don~

been something disturbingly

incongruou~

and unfitting about

Dick's tr'!!atment at the hands of the Government -at least in
hav~ng

the sense of its

society which could see

been the presiding authority over a
su~h

a fundamentally decent, brave,

interlligoent and freedom-loving man frustrated and denied,
hunted

and

trapped,

and

then

ground

submission in a penal institution.

into

a

state

of

If the Gcvermnent wins a

victory over Dick Harston, it savours faintly of the kind of
victory nurse

rebellious

Ratcht~d

~piri

t

dead-end

"blank.

wins

over R.P. McMurphy in Qns: Flew

finishes his institutionalisation with a
look."H

The victory

is decisive -

but

nobody a.pp 1auds.
But for all Dick Marston's punisb•:n3nt, while he feels

some understandable
thought~

r~qret

there is no real remorse.

Dick's

on his past deeds and experiences as he anticipates

his execution soon after

his trial

substantial! y in thoe ensuing years:

do not neem

to alter
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How was I to repent? ,.l'.!;:Ot to say I was :orry for thl!m7
wasn't that particular sorry either - that was the worst of
it. i\ deal of the old life was cias.~~ qoo:l fun, and I'd not
say, if 1 had tho chance, that I woaldn't do just t-he sa:m
over &gain ••. It cane natural to me to do ~lane th.inQs and I
did them {-419).
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Although Rg.lmfi·y Undftl.....Ar.JM has probctbl y been one of

the most l"G&d of all A1.'stralian novels, it has never really
attracted a commensurat,, level

of

from literary

attenti~n

critics, 1 who have tended to overloolt the text in favour of
more "sophisticated" and "artistically meritorious" works or

ones more overtly political in tenor.

An indication of the

novel's popularity with the Australian readingo public - as
oppoaed to its indifferent !!ltatus with the "serious" critics

-is exemplified in the fact that Briabane's .Q.ruu:!er HUJ.1 of

Saturday

April

editorhl

to

R.2J;!bou Under

begins:

"If

Australian

19,

1938,

actually

acknowledginq

._a_mA.'
one

novel,

the

devoted

fiftieth

publication in 1886.

were

to

aak

the

answer

what
would

Boldrewood 's RQ._~~eu Under A..r.IM.• ool

is

its

entire

anniversary
The
the

editorial

best

probably

of

be

known
Rolf

As further evidence of

the novel's popularity, Brenda Niall notes that a survey of
forty-five prominent Australian authors, carried out in the
nineteen-eighties, regardipg their early Australian literary
inf 1 uences,
suec~ssful

revea 1s
novel was

three author-s cited,
Clarke.'

that

Boldreo:wood -

R._oJ!.Q_~~

along

whose only really
- is among the top

with Henry Lawson and Marcus

Because of its popularity the novel has undoubtedly

printed itself on the nation's consciousness and I strongly
suspect that many readers have accorded RobberY Unde' Arms a
histodcal

"authenticity" it may not entirely deserve but

lOl
which has nevertheless contributed quite
novel's

cultural

aignifica~'lotly

The Cqurier Hail

influence.

mentioned above, for example, claims RobberY

to the

editorial

Un~r

Armp has

"the inestimable advantage of a firm historical background. uS

lt ia with these

consideration~

inquired into the political

in mind that 1 have

implications of Robben Under

a.nM and have reached my conclusions to the effect that it is
in

many

ways

an

unezpectedl y

and

indeed

more

or

1 eas

unintentionally radical text - even though this side of the
novel

remai~s

ltu:ge 1y unacknowledged by 1 i terary critics.

Robbery Ur1d9[ Arms has been greatly overshadowed in critical

terTM by the radical nationalist writing of the eighteen-

nineties and

I see it

~et

unconsciously

~

its treatment

~f

~s

yielding - albeit

many very similar political

mo~e

or less

implicati~na

in

power relations in the Australian colonial

milieu it depicts.

To provide an investigative framework I

have broken the examination down to specific oppositional
hierarchies but one can discern within
Bttributes of the novel

.-~y

analy!lis various

which relata closely to broadet:'

national myths - myths the nat:'rative probably contributed to
si;nificantly in terTM of cryst!llllisation and dissemination.
It

is

a measure

represent the

of Boldrewood's capacity to gaug:e and

~re·1ailing

mood of hia time that he could

produce a text probably more nationalistic in tenor than an
assessment of his own personal attitudea might have suggested
was likely.
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In the first main section of
Savage Country.,,." I

the paper -

"In this

have given greatest empha.sis to the

"Englinh vorsu.':l Australian" opposition with n view to showing
how

F.obi:lerv

Under

Atm!J

colonial hierarchy.

subverts

its

apparent

imperial-

It does so in a variety of ways, scmo of

them rather subtle, but in an overall sense I would describe

the novel as quite nt:.rongly nnHonaliatic in effect -whether
that

effect

was

character of
myths

which

nationalist

myths of

intended

RQQP~Y Und~r

came
~ovem~nt

to

not.

The

"nationalistic"

Arms incorporates
associated

so~e

of those

the

radical

with

of the eighteen-nineties.

egalitarianit~m-

descriptions of

be

or

We see the

as highlighted particularly in the

the goldfields, mateship -

as hiqhliqhted

again on the qoldfie!ds and between the bushrangers ana their
friends,

the noble bushman -

archetype,

"men

of

paste"

Dick Mnrston himself
new

chums

as

is the

parodied

in

Starlight's impersonations, anti-authoritarianism - a.'l in tho
bust1rangers' practical jokes aqninst the police, and so on,
l believe this is due to the fact that both B_Q.b_bery Under
AkiD~

and tho nineties' writing drew heavily on proletarian

bush culture and also- though not necessarily always overtly

- tho experience of tho goldrushes.

To some extent, then,

both Boldrewood and writers of the nineties wore tapping into
- that is reflecting - broader community myths, attitudes and

feelings, but I strongly suspect the nineties writers took
what Boi..drowood presented to some degree unintentionally and
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implicitly in
and

e~plicit

narratives

and gave it a more conscious

emphasis in their more rocognisably political

tr03cts.

and

The

use

of

a

"native''

bushman

nan·ntor - an entirely new litera::y voice- with hi!! superbly

expressive Australian

idiom, should in itself bo

collc~uial

recognised as a huge advance in the development of a national

consciousnosn,
Although i t has led.

to a good deal

recoonition as a politically significant
Robbery

Under

politict~l

Arms'

less critical

text, in my view

implications

have

not

necessarily been any the less influential for being largely
unintended and imp!icit rather
declared.

than deliberate and openly

Lawson and Furphy may have had politically radical

attitudes, but it made their work in many ways very biased
and predictable- and thus most appealing to the "converted."
RYJ?.Peu_._y_n_der___ Pr.rm.:t'

radicalism

is

a

good

deal

more

"inDidious" - working as it in against a conservative and
unremarkable

apparent

project

broadly

concerned

with

demonstrating the folly of crime.
Boldrewood included sympathetic
in Robbery Under

~rm5

-

som~thing

rulin~

class

figu~es

most nineties writers were

loathe to do - but he nevertheless in some ways effectively
5Ubvertod
prov.~ding

tho

"ruling

class-working

class"

hi'!!!rarchy

by

a decidedly un-Engliah model of interactio"l between
~hereby

his ideal types like Hr Falkland, Hiss

Falkland, Clifford,

Hastings and even Starlight exhibit a

the classes
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valorised willingness to relate to ordinacy Australian bush
peopl

I

~

on a remarkably even intorpersof1al basis.

In thi!l way

think i t is quite misleading to emphasise the "English-

gentlemanly"' flavour of Rc);!bery Under Armn -as Ct.ri~ •fiffin
do~s

in

u·9uing

that

the

novel

is

"coloniz.l"

and

conservative,
,B!)bbcr_t_Y.nd~.F. . Jtt:ms'

ideal Engli:Jh gentlemen are ideal

English gentlemen from the point of view of an Australian
native-bern

diHerence

bushman

between

and

the

that

English

makc3

a

very

qcntlernen

Dignificant

l~oniscd

in

a

colo,nial novel like Oeof_!_~y Hs.mlyn1 and the ropre.-,enhtive:s
of that l!'pecie$ in fu>..PJ:2.HY

Un~r....__arrns

like Hr r'alkland, a

"thol:'oughly acclimatised" Englishman whom Dick Marston

speakn to him "just as if

I'd been a swell

(79), or Clifford and Hantings whom Dick

S'ilf!l

sayo;~

like himself"
are "just like

anybody else" (22"r), or Captain BtarUght who is affianced to
a small

farmgr's native-born

admirable

Frank

Haberlcy's

dau~Jhtcr

"dowdy

on,... of the

(329)

hussies" 1

in

G!;'!oft_rr

fUiJ!llln·
The Oovornmant-outlawry opposition is a particularly
fa~cinating

aspect of

Bo~~er~~~ ~nd

again I would

say the second, ostensibly hLnarchically "inferior" torm,
actually comes to hold the ascf.!ndancy in the novel
because

there

is

any

claim in

the

teKt

that

!:here

not
is

something inherently admirable about crime, but because of
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the way in which

dofianc~

of the law - and its enforcers - is

contextualised in the narrative.
The Government-outlawry opposition is closely ali9ned
with the ru!ing cl.ass- working

~lass

opposition in th'9 novel

such that throu9h various textual utterances, patterns and
intimations we build an impression of the Marstons as being
part of a wider economically and sor.:iall y disadvantaqed rural
workin9 class which is very much resentful of th,., ascendancy
of

the

wealthy ruling

class squatters

protected

by

the

evidences

';.If

the social

Mar~tons'

Government.
and

By

who ore

providing

economic

a

in turn
range

background

the

cattle-doffing, which almo:Jt inevitably loads on to

more sertous crimes, Boldrewood

lar~oly

attribute their crimes to causes less

undoes his efforts to

rel~vant

to social and

economic inequalities and result&nt class conflicts,
course these social
Marstons'

to

of

slide

a~d

economic fat;tors tend

into outlawry in

And of

to cast the

a much more sympathetic

light - in other words, it offers them a significant degree
of justification.

Boldrewood does employ an apparent small

f111:ming exemplar, George Storefield, whose name is intended
to be suggestive of his determinedly thrifty ways, to prove
th~t

patient

prosperity.

and

honest

industry

will

lead

to

certain

But Storefield and his single-mi'ld(ld focus on

hoarding are rendered unattractively dull

relative

to the

less conformist Marstons and their exciting adventures.
well,

Storefield'~

As

actual small farming career is so brief
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before he rocket!! to

the status

of a major ca;pitali!lt -

thanks to the totally fortuitous advm.1t of the goldrushes
that the credibility of hi!! depiction as a model small farmer

in riostroyed in any case.

Furthermore, his

~hole

image as a

"respectable'' law-abiding citizen is subverted towards the
novel's close by the highly illegal assistance he renders the
bushrangors in thoir efforts to tleo t.he country.
Some of Robbery

flaws

in

UuU~i.

Boldrewood's

Arms' inconsistencies show up

E~~dbliBhment

ideology

and

these

inconuistencies can be shown to have been produced by certain
distortions of the historical experience the author.· drew upon

so heavily for the novel.
distortions

and

narrative.

The crucial

Bold~ewood

mnkcs

tho

I have highlighted some of these

incons:Lstencies
point

here

to smooth over

they
is

create

that

the

in

the

effort:~

conflir.ts which point to

elements of social protest and a aub·:,.,roive agenda as being
implicated in tho bushrangers' motivations - effort!J which
produce the inconsistencies -are unsuccessful in distracting
our

attention

dimension of

from

the

subver~ive

their activities,

and

protest-driven

even if they are not made

explicit.
The Marstons are heroic figures in a sense, refusing
to conform to "respect::;ble" standards which would entail a
1ife of

ruling

abject drudgery and paltry returns when adjacent
class squatters have more stock than

bothered' attending to.

But having

beco~e

they

can be

embroiled in crime,
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the Oovornmont

them no path bnck other than through a

allow~

lengthy prison sentence

even when they are determined to

rot urn to

In

honest wnys.

effectivel)• represented

as

this

1 i9ht the llovernment is

irrationally

barnh a:1d

as an

actual caust.' of their progression t.1waxds more sedous crime.
In the democt·atic Utopia \jf the goldfields the Marstons are
in their ideal socia.l a11.d economic environment.

Some critics

have referred to the Hollow a!l an illusory Utopia' but tho
The goldfields'

Hollow is never much ,more than a refuge.
carnivalesque

levelling of society where all

classes mix

equal! y is the novel's real Utopia and here the Marstons,
being

under no domination and

eat"ninQ

honest work have no motive for crime.

fair

rewards

from

The egalitarianism of

tho goldfields is strongly valorised in tho novel - thereby
effectively
hierarchy.
more

undermining

the

ruling

class-working

class

aut once discovered, the Harston5 nrc driven to

shocking

crimes

and

it

sympathies gravitate towards

is

little wonder

that

our

tho outlaws r11ther than the

Oovernment.
Th' bushrangers
working

cl~·ss

representl'!'.ive
portrayad
suggestion

of

id~ntified

bush community and the
of

tho

as

are

that

culture.

bushrangers'

•

relationship to the malo characters.

Barn~s

They

"mates"

hierarchical

strongly

are
a11d

inferiority

with the

sisters are
effectively
there

is no

in

their

And although the fierce

Kate is represented unsympathetically, she is nevertheless a

lOB

potent force.

But it is definitely th6 Barnes sisters who

completely subvert the male-female hierarchy in the novel.

A number of women are also involved in the almost theatrical
style of mockery of

Government

authority which comes to

charactP.rise the advnnture:J of the b'Jshrangers.

The daring

and comic aspects of these episodes build our sympathies for
the outlaws

and

their

bush

friends

-

as

opposed

reminiscent

of

carnival,

the

the

In a fashion

inefficient and frustrated Gove·rnment forces.

again

to

outlaws

frequently

impersonate their ''bett&rs" rendering unntable -

at least

temporarily - their hierarchical inferiority in conventional
social affairs but alsn offering in
gestures

of

perBecutors.
Mill~

defiance

against

th~se

the

performances bold

ascendancy

subvernive humou.r is a keynote of

of

their

Robbery~

and bence the emphasis I have given to it throughout the

paper,
The Fmglo-Celtic-Ahor-iginal hierarchy is not radically
subverted in

!Jobbeu._U_fl_ciQX_A~

unintentionally

reduces

its

but one can say Boldrewood

extremity

greatly

by

making

Warrigal's "treacherous nature" the effective mark of his
inferiority.

At

face

value the

Warrigal "betrays" the Marstons.

text would

h~ve

it that

But there is no "betrayal"

tor the text itself reveals clearly that the Marstons desp).se
Warrigal - quite irrationally - from the moment they meet him
and never .alter their disposition towards him.
the Harntor.s simply

rea~

what they sow.

In this sense

At the same time one
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can say Warrigal is completely lor
represented as the best bush·

considers

Dick Marston's

to Starlight and is also
the novel -

10

OtJ<.!Olng

bo<HJts

and if one

in Chapter One,

regarding his riding and tracking abilities, this is no small

measure

of

a

man's

actual

worth

B._q_Q.p_q_a_Qndlli_~nns

narrative.
respect

it

differs

writing

of

the

little

nineties

in

the

context

of

the

is a raci::;t text but in this

from

which

the

radical

could

in

nationalist

fact

in

many

instances, be said to be a good deal worse.
B.oh_Q.~_a_l!nder_~~-I:M.

would

say

chief

compulsively

among

talki119

these
over

is

that

of

if

not

taking

the

the

its

t"epresentation of diverse and sometimes opposing voices.

But

the no•Jel

novel

of

is

the ct"owning accomplishment of

of

language

his

But these are harsh judgements and 1 believe one
achievements

the

over

stereotype.

outstanding

to

Boldrewood

when

the

resorting

Rolf

Some

characters,

of

not

is a novel of many voices.

is the proud and

independent voice of the "native" Australian bushman Dick
Harston, a sympathetic criminal whose crimes are really more
in the nature of heroic adventures in pursuit of "life and
liberty and free range" (83) - wants denied him in a life of
"respectable" small farming conformity.
its

revenge

on

Dick Harston

The Government gets

in "a close-feeling,

close-

smelling, dirty-clean graveyard they call a gaol" {61) but
throughout the novel while one cannot condone their violence
there is nevertheless in the case of the Marstons at least,

110
a very stronq impression, g-enerated by the narrative itself,
of their being victims of society -and more particularly itB
rulers
beinq

rather than simply viciOU!l predators thereupon.
very

humane

in

this

regard,

in;,cl,vertrmtly manaqed to be very radical,

Boldrewood

In
also
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